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IMMORTAL WORDS: THE RUSSIAN ENIGMA

I cannot forecast to you the action of Russia.
It is a riddle
wrapped in a mystery
inside an enigma;
But perhaps there is a key.
That key is Russian national interest.
It cannot be in accordance
with the interest of safety of Russia
that Germany should plant itself upon the shores
of the Black Sea,
or that it should overrun the Balkan States
and subjugate the Slavonic peoples
of southeastern Europe.
That would be contrary
to the historic life-interests of Russia.
Thus, my friends, at some risk of being proved wrong by events,
I will proclaim tonight my conviction
that the second great fact of the first month of the war
is that Hitler, and all that Hitler stands for,
have been and are being warned off
the east and the southeast of Europe.
Here I am in the same post as I was 25 years ago.
Rough times lie ahead;
but how different is the scene from that of October, 1914!
Then Russia had been laid low at Tannenberg;
then the whole might of the Austro-Hungarian Empire
was in the battle against us;
then the brave, warlike Turks were about to join our enemies.
Then we had to be ready night and day
to fight a decisive sea battle
with a formidable German fleet
almost, in many respects, the equal of our own.
We faced those adverse conditions then;
we have nothing worse to face tonight.
We may be sure that the world will roll forward
into broader destinies.
We may remember the words of old John Bright,
after the American Civil War was over,
when he said to an audience of English working folk:
"At last after the smoke of the battlefield had cleared away,
the horrid shape which had cast its shadow
over the whole continent
had vanished
and was gone forever. "
—Broadcast, London, 1 October 1939
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ICS Annual General Meeting 1984
Society Hosts Ambassador Robinson, Hears Major Gilbert Speech
Launch of Churchill Literary Foundation
Toronto, 30 November -Your Society celebrated Sir Winston's 110th Birthday at the Royal York Hotel, simultaneously
accomplishing several firsts: it was the largest ICS meeting in
history, with 42 at our luncheon and over 50 at dinner; the first
in-person directors meeting, with an easy quorum; the first-ever
meeting between longtime directors like Sue Hefner and Dave
Marcus; and the launch for the Churchill Literary Foundation,
aiming for an endowment of $ 1 million. At lunch we hosted
United States Ambassador to Canada Paul H. Robinson, Jr.; at
dinner we heard official biographer Martin Gilbert deliver a
major speech. ICS, which contributed 25% of the dinner guests,
and had been invited by the sponsoring Churchill Society For
the Advancement of Parliamentary Democracy and F. Bartlett
Watt, their secretary and an ICS member. Our own events were
coordinated by the indefatigable George Temple of Willowdale
— who received our thanks in the form of a complimentary life
membership for his vast efforts and expense on ICS' behalf in
the past three years.
Events began at 10:30 AM, where we gathered to view a display of Churchill books and philatelic material, followed by
cocktails with the Ambassador at 11:30. Our guest entertained
us after lunch with Churchillian witicisms — and some serious
talk about the need for good friends to hang together in a
dangerous world, mentioning the improved relations of late
between Canada and the US. The Ambassador, an ICS member
and bibliophile, was introduced by board chairman Richard M.
Langworth, who referred humorously to Robinson's Canadian
forbears. Remembering Sir Winston's 1941 remark, Langworth
suggested that "had the Ambassador's forbears stayed in Canada,
he might have got to Ottawa on his own."
After a three-hour board meeting (see elsewhere this issue),
we convened for Martin Gilbert's dramatic speech on Churchill
as champion of parliamentary democracy. If you haven't heard
Gilbert —and he's been invited to address our group in England
next September —you're missing something great. He delivered a
closely researched, forceful, scholarly yet amusing talk, exhibiting the depth of scholarship for which he is famed. Martin had
excused himself from our lunch, saying he needed the whole
day to gear himself up for the talk, and his effort was obvious:
he held his audience for a full hour, which took some doing,
since he didn't get to start until after 10 PM. It was a privilege
to hear in person the man who has captivated us for so long
with his precise and authoritative writing.
The Board meeting had a heavy agenda which the chairman

COVER: TWENTY YEARS ON, WE REMEMBER.
Over 30 members of the Society gathered for a remembrance ceremony at Bladon on the 20th Anniversary of Sir
Winston's death. Our wreath was laid by Major John Spencer Churchill, WSC's nephew. Left to right: James Bell, the
Rev. Gregory Page-Turner, Maj. Churchill, Det.-Sgt. Edmund
Murray, UK director Peter Coombs. A lunch was held afterward at "The Bear," Woodstock. We were honored by the
attendance of the Dowager Countess of Onslow, Sir John
and Lady Martin, and former Churchill secretaries Grace
Hamblin and Kathleen Hill. Major Churchill was accompanied by his daughter Mrs. Crewe and her son Peregrine.
Our grateful thanks to all who recalled in their own way
this day the Heroic Memory. Photograph by permission of
Oxford & County Newspapers.

kept moving with merciless (merciful?) determination, and it
held a surprise. During budget discussions, our three attorneys —
Wally Johnson, Ron Cohen, Jon Richardson —moved to postpone
discussion of the budget surplus until we got to the Churchill
Literary Foundation. When we did, they moved that the entire
surplus be used for Phase I —and were carried unanimously.
Some $5000 has now been earmarked to produce 500 finely
bound editions of "The Dream," WSC's obscure but moving
1948 story (Woods C527) in 1985. The books will be tokens of
thanks to the first 500 donors of US$250 or the equivalent, to
launch the Foundation. Churchill College, which owns copyright to "The Dream," has given permission for its publication.
It previously appeared only once, in a 1966 newspaper.
The Churchill Literary Foundation has four major goals:
encouraging the return of Sir Winston's out-of-print books;
abetting publication of other deserving Churchill-related works;
a bequest department for the distribution of fine Churchill
libraries, and a computerized Churchill Concordance. The Concordance will be a computerized index to every subject on
which Churchill wrote or spoke, with a telephone link for instant
data retrieval. The Foundation will make it available to scholars,
historians, reporters, librarians, individuals and the academy.
Modern technology allows us to program virtually every word
of every speech and book. The researcher then has only to feed
the computer the subject, and it will return all references to
that subject in the canon.
We are confident that the Churchill Literary Foundationour program to preserve the words of Winston Churchill for
future generations —is off to a splendid start. You will be reading more soon, starting with our next Finest Hour.
Our tremendous Toronto success has encouraged more
developments: a Philadelphia Chapter will be organized this
year by Dr. David Hill; our New England Chapter will hold its
first dinner at the Harvard Club, Boston, in November; at
least two major figures will address ICS dinners in England in
September. We are also heavily represented in the New York,
Chicago, Los Angeles and San Francisco metro areas. If you are
interested in organizing a meeting there, please write Richard
Langworth, Putney House, Contoocook, New Hampshire 03229.
We can promise you a memorable experience — and you will
meet many others who agree that there was only one Man of
the Century.
Members and Friends at the Toronto Luncheon
Ian Aitchison
R. G. R. Lawrence
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David & Judy Marcus
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International Datelines
WSC "FEARED U.S. WAR"
London -That's the UPI headline. According to secret cabinet documents
released in January by virtue of Britain's
30-year rule, Churchill "feared that the
United States would start a world war
during the 1950s and that U. S. bases in
Britain made it a Soviet target . . . Churchill was so worried . . . that he and the
cabinet decided in July 1954 to build a
hydrogen bomb for Britain . . . to maintain [Britain's] influence." The Cabinet
agreed, UPI says, "after being reminded
that Britain had already built an atomic
bomb under a previous Labour Party
government.
'The records also showed that Churchill quarreled with Foreign Secretary Sir
Anthony Eden over British withdrawal
from the Suez Canal Zone in Egypt. Eden
opposed the pullout [and later] was
instrumental in launching the 1956
Anglo-French invasion of Egypt, prompted
by the nationalization of the Suez Canal."
Longtime students of WSC will take
these revelations with the grain of salt we
must always apply to the media, which is
well known for cobbling-up everything
from Presidential press statements to football scores. Churchill habitually floated
ideas in Cabinet, and sometimes suggested
apocalyptic consequences if his own
impulses weren't seconded by his colleagues. In 1954, when these minutes
were recorded, WSC was exercised over
the idea for a summit meeting with
Stalin's successors, in pursuit of his final
goal as Premier—lasting peace. Expressing
fear of the alternative would not be out
of character, or context.
Of course we all recall WSC's famous
description of Dulles as "the only bull I
know who carries his china shop with
him." We should also recall equally the
overwhelming nuclear preponderance of
the Allies in 1954, which made the chance
of nuclear war remote.
As for UPI's conclusion about WSC
favoring a Suez pullout, we think those
minutes deserve further study—and that
the 1955-56 material will prove fascinating. But it sounds fairly out of character for WSC in 1954.
COMMAGER PICKS CHURCHILL
New York-The December 1984 issue of
American Heritage asks notable historians
what event in history they would have
liked to have attended. Henry Steele
Commager, Professor Emeritus of Amherst
College and noted editor of the onevolume Marlborough and English-Speaking Peoples, chose a British rather than
American event: the evening of 7 December as Churchill hears about Pearl Harbor.

He passed out of Dartmouth last summer.
According to his father, Randolph has
always wanted to join the Navy, though
he is the first Churchill to do so for more
than 100 years. The connections, of
course, are numerous, most notably
through his great grandfather's unique
tenure as First Lord of the Admiralty in
both World Wars. And after the Navy
there's one more tradition left for 20-yearold Randolph: he hopes to become a fifth
generation of his family tb enter politics.
ICS adds its congratulations to Randolph upon his commissioning in the
Navy and wishes him all success.

Commager quotes WSC's conclusion: "So
we had won after all. England would live,
Britain would live; the Commonwealth
and the Empire would live . . . Once again
. . . we should emerge, however mauled
or mutilated, safe and victorious. We
should not be wiped out. Our history
would not come to an end." The next
day WSC went to the House to make the
announcement. Commager wrote: "That
is the scene I should most like to have
been part of, the address I should most
like to have heard."
Commager made one uncharacteristic
mistake, however: WSC heard the news
at Chequers, not in London.
ON AGRICULTURE
Toronto — "The young sow wild oats. The
old grow sage!"-W.S.C.
BRIEF ENCOUNTER
Beverly Nichols ' writes in Saturday
Night about a small boy taken to tea at
Chartwell, but being told that Sir Winston was resting in bed. "It's a great
pity," his nanny says on taking him
home, "that you did not get to see him."
"Oh but I did!" replies the nipper.
The boy had followed the butler with a
tea tray into a bedroom, where he saw an
old gentleman in bed, studying a mass of
papers. "Excuse me, sir," the boy asked,
"but are you the Greatest Man in the
Whole World?"
The old gentleman glared at him over
the tops of his spectacles. "Certainly!",
he replied. "Now buzz off!"

DRUCKMAN IN SOUTH AFRICA
Pretoria - O n 17 December last, ICS
member David Druckman of Chicago
left here to follow Churchill's escape
route from the Boers, 85 years ago
almost to the day, carrying 40 special
covers to be postmarked at towns along
the way: Pretoria, Witbank, Middleburgh,
Belfast, Machandodoorp, Waterval Boven.
David visited the former States Model
Schools where WSC was held prisoner,
the Witbank Colliery that sheltered him,
and tracked the famous journey to
Lourenco Marques, Portuguese East
Africa, now Maputo, Mozambique. A full
report will appear next issue, together
with details on how philatelic members
may obtain one of the limited edition
covers.
WAR DECLARED ON THE PHONE
London— With the reopening of the
Cabinet War Rooms came this recollection of Churchill's talks with Roosevelt

Aston Martin has invoked WSC in
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THE FIFTH GENERATION
Chailey, Sussex - O n 3 September 1939 a
message was flashed to the fleet raising
every sailor's spirits: "Winston is back."
Today Churchill's great grandson, Randolph Churchill, son of Hon. Member
Winston S. Churchill MP, has shunned the
family's more traditional Army career to
take a commission in the Senior Service:
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over the trans-Atlantic "scrambler," then
in its early days: Making contact was so
complicated that aides were required to
get the leaders on the line. An aide would
hand the receiver to Churchill and say,
"Mr. Roosevelt is on the line, sir."
"Hello, hello, are you there, Franklin?"
Churchill would growl. Silence. "There's
nobody there," Winston would pout,
looking angrily into the mouthpiece and
then banging the device on the table.
"I assure you he is, sir."
"Franklin . . . Hello, hello." . . . Bang,
bang. So ill-treated was the telephone that
it fell to bits. The one on display, cheating
history, is a replica.

Many happy returns of the day
To the father of purpose and plan,
To the one who was first in the fray,
Never doubted, or rested, or ran,
To the Voice of old Britain at bay,
To the Voice of young men in the van,
To the Voice of New Worlds on the way,
To ' We must—and we will—and we can !'
May he live to hear History say
' This was their finest man.'
November 30, 1941

TRICOLOR AT BLENHEIM

Woodstock, Oxon.-Some. 280 years
since the Duke of Marlborough's victory
at Blenheim, the Tricolor and the Union
flag flew alongside each other in the
grounds of Blenheim Palace last May.
In an Anglo-French event of entirely
cordial nature, the champagne house of
Pol Roger chose the palace to launch its
special 1975 cuvee, which has been
named "Sir Winston Churchill," after Pol
Roger's most famous client.
Pol Roger became WSC's favorite
champagne in 1944, when he was introduced to it by Mme. Odette Pol Roger
during his Armistice Day visit to Paris.
On his death in 1965, Odette insisted that
her labels carry a black band as a mark of
respect, and it remains there on the vintage cuvee to this day.
Among the guests at Blenheim were
members of the family, including the
1 lth Duke of Marlborough and The Lady
Soames, both ICS Honorary Members. As
she tasted the first drop of the new wine,
Lady Soames said: "My father would
. . . Meanwhile down under, New Zealand Finance Ltd. has similar ideas.
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editor, for example, has asked that his
library be the foundation of a reference
library for ICS and housed in one accessible location. Those who have no special
instructions may, however, be sure their
books will be used to benefit the greatest
possible number, and in their names. Legal
counsel Jon Richardson suggests this
wording in such a case:
"I give and bequeath my collection of
books by or about Winston S. Churchill
to the Churchill Literary Foundation, a
charitable organization with an office in
[Baton Rouge, Toronto, etc.], or any
charitable
organization
succeeding
thereto."
If you would like further advice and
assistance about such a bequest, please
contact Jon Richardson at Sheehan,
Phinney, Bass & Green, 1000 Elm Street,
Manchester, New Hampshire 03101,
direct telephone (603) 627-8169.
96 CHURCHILL FELLOWSHIPS

never leave a bottle unfinished but we
never saw him the worse for it. No,
always for the better!" ("I have taken
much more out of alcohol," WSC said,
"than alcohol has taken out of me.")
WHY NOT WILL YOUR LIBRARY TO
THE CHURCHILL
LITERARY FOUNDATION?

New Hampshire—As the first contribution to the forthcoming Book Distribution Division of the Churchill Literary
Foundation, the editor has taken steps to
will his entire collection of books by and
about Sir Winston, about 1000 volumes,
to the Foundation.
The plan is for a Bequest Department,
which will receive valuable Churchill
libraries together with instructions by
executors for their disposition, a scheme
proposed some years ago by the late
Dalton New field.
Noting that the obvious beneficiaries
of such books such as Churchill College
almost certainly have fine libraries already, Dal wanted to see qualified bibliophiles staff this project, and see that the
books get into worthy hands. Instructions
in a will might read, for example, "Realize
$5,000 for my estate and donate the
balance to Lafayette College, Easton."
With competent people who know Churchill book values in charge, this could be
done. Even when a library is donated in
entirety to one institution (such as your
alma mater), the Book Bequest can
assist in disposing of duplicates for the
recipient.
Donors may stipulate any instructions
they wish for a library, though the Foundation reserves the right to reject bequests
which duplicate previous gifts. The

London -The Winston Churchill Memorial
Trust has awarded 1984 traveling fellowships to 96 people including a young
dancer who will study in rural India, a
student who plans to cycle in China, an
entomologist interested in South American insects, and a 60-year-old housewife
studying European folk costumes. Six
disabled people are among the new Churchill fellows. The 96 were selected from
3,000 who applied for 1984 grants under
the Trust, which was established with a
£3 million fund in 1965.
THE CUT-UP

Westerham, Kent -Jerry Belcher, a writer
for the Los Angeles Times, heard a new
one at Chartwell last year. One of his
guides recalled a dressing gown-garbed
WSC, crawling on hands and knees in
his study wearing a Prime Ministerial
scowl, snipping off the fringe of a Khorassan carpet, the personal gift from the
Shah of Iran. According to Belcher's
guide, the Great Man "liked to dictate
his writings while pacing back and forth
in his bare feet, but the damned fringe
kept getting stuck between his t o e s and so: snip-snip-snip."
Alas this seems to be the leading impression Belcher got at Chartwell, which
means he ought to go back for another
visit.

1985 TOUR NEARLY BOOKED

New Hampshire— Churchill's England '85
(last issue, p.3) has booked 30 guests to
date, all of them ICS members. We are
pleased to announce two guest speakers:
Martin Gilbert, in London on 17 September; Anthony Montague Browne, in London the 25th. If you are still hesitating,
the time to book is now . . .

Winston Churchill:
Master of the English Language
An Address to the Sir Winston S. Churchill Society of Vancouver
BY DEREK LUKIN JOHNSTON

Winston Churchill himself once said "There are only two
things more difficult to do than make an after-dinner speech
-one is to climb a wall leaning towards you and the other is
to kiss a girl leaning away from you." To these I would add a
third: to address an audience of Churchillophiles on some
aspect of the Master himself. You are all familiar with at least
some of his works; most of you have read, or ought to have
read, My Early Life/A Roving Commission. Therefore it would
be repetitive and stale for me merely to extract a few nuggets
from that autobiographical goldmine. But I shall try to illuminate some new corners in the house of his capacious mind.
I take it that for this audience there is no need to establish
that Winston Churchill was a master of the English language.
For those of us of the older generation who heard, and those
of the younger generation who have read, those magnificient
wartime speeches, particularly the inspiring ones he made in
the black and desperate summer of 1940; for those who have
read many, or some, of his written works, or even merely
picked up a volume to entertain an idle half-hour and encountered the magic of those sonorous paragraphs, this is well
established. The striking metaphors; the irony, paradox and
pungent wit; the careful but not labored construction of
sentences; the rhythm and cadences, the sudden punctuation
by a short, stabbing phrase prove that we are indeed in the
presence of a genius.
For a professional opinion, let me quote a noted British
historian writing in the Twenties, before Churchill had become
the Titan of later times. Philip Guedalla was reviewing The
World Crisis, Churchill's personal history of World War I
(about which Samuel Hoare said, "Winston's written an
enormous book all about himself and called it The World
Crisis.") Churchill was discussing the despatch by the Admiralty
of two fast battle-cruisers (notable for their tripod masts) to
catch Admiral von Spee and avenge the defeat of Cradock off
Coronel in November 1914.
One can hardly be too grateful for [Mr. Churchill's]
lively presentation of the dreary minutiae of naval history. Gunnery grows wildly thrilling under his touch;
Lord Jellicoe becomes almost interesting; and there is
nothing better in dramatic writing than von Spee's
discovery of the battle cruisers at the Falkland Islands:
"A few minutes later a terrible apparition broke upon
German eyes. Rising from behind the promontory,
sharply visible in the clear air, were a pair of tripod
masts. One glance was enough. They meant certain
death. The day was beautifully fine, and from the tops
of the horizon extended thirty or forty miles in every
direction. There was no hope for victory. There was no
chance of escape. A month before, another Admiral and
his sailors had suffered a similar experience."
What lay behind the development of WSC's remarkable,
felicitous, and colourful use of language? Heredity no doubt

played a part. His father, Lord Randolph, was one of the foremost orators of his day, and had a reputation for chaff and
wit; his mother, Jennie Jerome, was a bright and charming
conversationalist. But such of their qualities as descended to
Winston came down through the process of genes rather than
by direct contact, because even by the Victorian standards of
nursery routine, young Winston had a grievously neglected
childhood. In all his 20 years at various schools, in spite of the
boy's repeated appeals, his father never visited him there, and
his mother only once. He was, of course, taken to the House
of Commons to hear his father, and heard other great parliamentary speakers of the day; no doubt these orations made a
lasting impression on his mind.
His education was to say the least spotty, and his record in
examinations was, with certain exceptions, dismal. The humorous discussion of his schooling deficiencies in his autobiography is deceptive; the fact is that he was willing to learn
the subjects he liked, English and History, and to a lesser extent
Mathematics, but was rebellious and obtuse in his aversion to
Latin and Greek. In modern languages he tolerated French and
became proficient in reading i t - t h e library at Chart well is
stocked with French biographies and histories-but in speaking
he was voluble and ungrammatical, and his pronunciation was
all but incomprehensible. Once in a meeting with the French
Cabinet in the anxious days of 1940, he was overcome by
emotion and broke into impassioned French for several minutes.
When he had finished Premier Reynaud turned to his interpreter and said "Traduction." Despite some months of tutoring
in Germany he rejected any kind of relationship with the
language, and his wartime insistence on speaking of the
"Nahrzees" was always heard with delight by his Anglo-Saxon
listeners.
At Harrow he woji competitive prizes in English and History, and a special prize for reciting before the Headmaster the
whole 1200 lines of Macaulay's Lays of Ancient Rome without
a mistake. This reveals his astonishing gift of memory, which
stayed with him for nearly all his long life. There is a delightful
story of Richard Burton, playing Hamlet, who became aware
of a murmur in the front row, and soon realized that someone
was uttering every word of his lines simultaneously with him.
It was Churchill, reciting what he probably had not read for
many years. A little later, in an intermission, the actor's dressing-room door was opened; a familiar face appeared and its
owner said, "Beg pardon, my Lord Hamlet, may I use your
loo?"
Churchill left school with an interest in English history and
literature, and more than a passing acquaintance with Shakespeare. These acquirements were fortified by a sound knowledge of military history and other martial arts obtained at
Sandhurst, where he passed out eighth in a class of 150.
The next step in his education, occurred in the bungalow of
the cavalry subaltern in India where, instead of sleeping like

VTUSSAUD'S WINSTON

Let the foreigner admire the Sleeping Beauty,
And the heavings of her fair pneumatic chest,
Or the waxen-faced policeman (still on duty),
Whose identity no tourist could have guess'd.

While pondering how to illustrate Mr.
Johnston's excellent article on Churchill as
master of language, we received with much
pleasure photographs of the various waxwork
effigies of Churchill produced by Madame
Tussauds, courtesy L. L. Thomas of Warlingham, Surrey. Mr. Johnston's article is so illustrated, and as commentary on the waxworks,
Mr. Thomas offers us this poem from Dopartmental Ditties, by Harry J. C. Graham, Mills &
Boon, London 1909-just after the first Tussauds Churchill was displayed.

There he stands, our Little Minister (not Barrie's),
In an attitude one never can forget,
Like Achilles, or perhaps some modern Paris,
Giving apples to the fairest Suffragette!
(Shall we add -for there's no knowing
With what jokes we dare to grapple That the fruit of his bestowing
Would be beans, and not an apple!)
What a triumph to have won this proud position,
As en effigy on such museum shelves!
While his presence simply "makes" the
Exhibition,
Other men make exhibitions of themselves!
(Of his dignities denuded,
Mr. Grayson must be jealous;
Why is Victor not included
In the "Horrors"? Who can tell us?)

The Model of Mr. Churchill
What a source of satisfaction and contentment
To the man on whom such honours are
bestowed,
When he graces with a counterfeit presentment
The Valhalla of the Mary-le-bone Road!
When provincials crowd and scrimmage
For admittance to its portals,
And Adore his graven image
In the Hall of the Immortals!
Ev'ry Britisher must treasure
In his heart, I'm qute convinc'd, an
Extraordinary pleasure
When he catches sight of W-rist-n!

Real fame at last! The first Tussaud's waxwork, 1908, from the cover of The Sketch,
16 September.

his brother officers in the long sultry afternoons, he read
omnivorously. In six months he had devoured all Macaulay (12
volumes); all 4000 pages of Gibbon's Decline and Fall of the
Roman Empire, as well as his Life and Memoirs; Plato's
Republic in Jowett's translation, Aristotle's Politics, Schopenhauer's On Pessimism, Malthus' Population, and Darwin's
Origin of Species, and was asking his mother to send him
Adam Smith's Wealth of Nations. "It was," he wrote long
afterwards, "a curious education. . . . I approached it with an
empty, hungry mind, and with fairly strong jaws; and what I
got I bit."
No doubt all these books provided coins of lasting information for the savings bank of his mind; but the most durable
influences were undoubtedly the works of Gibbon and Macaulay. In a letter of August 1896 he wrote:
The only great prose writer I have so far read is Gibbon
who cannot certainly be accused of crispness. It has
appeared to me so far as I have gone that composition is
essentially an artificial science. To make a short sentence
or succession of short sentences tell, they should be
sandwiched in between lengthy and sonorous periods.
The contrast is effective.
Of his two-volume history of the Egyptian and Sudanese campaigns of the '80's and '90's, The River War, he later wrote:
I affected a combination of the styles of Macaulay and
Gibbon, the staccato antitheses of the former and the
rolling sentences and genitival endings of the latter; and
I stuck in a bit of my own from time to time. I began to
see that writing, especially narrative, was not only an
affair of sentences, but of paragraphs. Indeed I thought

They may melt down Queen Elizabeth or Nero,
Whose facsimiles no longer can attract,
To make models of the last Carnegie hero,
If they'll only leave our favourite intact,
Where, his destiny fulfilling,
Stands a Superpolitician,
Who is more than worth the shilling
That they charge us for admission.

the paragraph no less important than the sentence.
Macaulay is a master of paragraphing. Just as the sentence
contains one idea in all its fullness, so the paragraph
should embrace a distinct episode; and as sentences
should follow one another in harmonious sequence, so
the paragraphs must fit on to one another like the automatic couplings of railway carraiges. Chapterisation also
began to dawn upon me. Each chapter must be self-contained. All the chapters should be of equal value and
more or less of equal length. . . . Finally the work must
be surveyed as a whole and due proportion and strict
order established from beginning to end.
Churchill's admiration of Macaulay, however, was limited
to the historian's mastery of words, for Macaulay had committed the unpardonable sin of criticising the first Duke of
Marlborough and, in Churchill's words, "decided in the plan of
his history that Marlborough was to be presented as the most
odious figure in his cast." What particularly excited Churchill's
wrath were Macaulay's animadversions on the early morals of
his great ancestor, and his sneers at the deep love between
Marlborough and his wife Sarah. These provoked Churchill to
write, in the eighth chapter of his own biography of Marlborough:
. . . . Lord Macaulay stands convicted of deliberately falsifying facts and making the most revolting accusations
upon evidence which he knew, and in other connexions
admitted, was worthless, for the purpose of bringing
more startling contrasts and colour into his imaginative
picture and of making the crowds gape at it. Macaulay's
life-work lay in the region of words, and few have been
finer word-spinners. Marlborough's life is only known
by his deeds. . . .

I have always thought that if an author cannot make
friends with the reader, and explain his objects, in two
or three hundred pages, he is not likely to do so in fifty
lines. And yet the temptation of speaking a few words
behind the scenes, as it were, is so strong that few
writers are able to resist it. I shall not try.

Tussaud's Amsterdam, 1956, their 13th WSC waxwork.

It is beyond our hopes to overtake Lord Macaulay.
The grandeur and sweep of his story-telling style carries
him swiftly along, and with every generation he enters
new fields. We can only hope that Truth will follow
swiftly enough to fasten the label "Liar" to his genteel
coattails.
Churchill began his 65-year-long writing career as a fledgling
journalist, at age 21 sending back letters for publication in the
Daily Graphic from Cuba, where he had gone to observe the
Spanish campaign of 1895 against the rebels. The success of
these brought offers from various newspapers to write as a war
correspondent, and he joined Sir Bindon Blood's campaign in
Malakand on the North West Frontier in the dual capacity of a
subaltern on the General's staff and correspondent for the
Daily Telegraph. Here he learned the essentials of both professions very rapidly, showing high courage in several skirmishes
and writing his despatches rapidly and often under fire. These
were widely read in England and earned him such a reputation
that he determined to write a book on the campaign. Thus his
first-published book, The Story of the Malakand Field Force
(1897), came into being. This was written at white heat in two
months, all in longhand-I can find no evidence that Churchill
ever learned to use a typewriter. I have recently re-read this
book, and it is instructive to study the language and see how it
forecasts Churchill's idiosyncratic style of the future. Consider
for example the first paragraph of the Preface:

Is this not characteristic Churchill? Are such remarks not typical of him half a century later—a couple of long sentences
couched in deceptively simple terms, and then the short, sharp
twist of self-mocking humor? As we read on we find, in the
vivid descriptions of the North West Frontier valleys and
mountains, and the accounts of the actual fighting, examples
of unusually wide vocabulary (surely expanded by his reading
of Gibbon and Macaulay). These words were not in everyday
spoken use at the end of the 19th Century, but were perfectly
descriptive and apt in their context: efficacious, pusillanimous,
noisome, jaunty, riparian, destitute, squalid, sombre, valorous,
lofty,intricate, contumacious, serene, turbulent, odious, sullen,
and (that favorite Churchillian adjective) prodigious.
He had also learned the use of metaphor and simile. Writing
of Oriental fanaticism, he says, "Christianity. . . . must always
exert a modifying influence of men's passions, and protect
them from the more violent forms of fanatical fever, as we are
protected from smallpox by vaccination." Describing the
Indian Government's mistaken efforts to settle a rebellion by
diplomacy rather than by force, he writes, "The inflammation
which should have been brought to a head and then operated
on, was now dispersed through the whole s y s t e m . . . . " These
are forestastes of his famous medical image of Lenin in 1917,
" . . . transported in a sealed truck like a plague bacillus from
Switzerland into Russia."
Churchill's third published book was his one and only
novel, Savrola. It is what one might describe as a political
romance: the story of a rebellion in an imaginary Ruritanian
republic where a liberal leader, Savrola, ousts an arbitrary
government and is in turn overthrown and exiled by a socialist
revolution. It was not great fiction, though over several years it
earned in royalties some £700, the equivalent in today's
money of some $35,000, which, for a first novel, a modern
author would deem a very considerable success. (Churchill
himself wrote long afterwards "I have consistently urged my
friends to abstain from reading it.") I will, however, give you
one passage from it which is of singular interest—a scene
where Savrola is preparing a speech. Pray remember that this
was written in 1897, when Churchill was not yet 23, and two
years before he was to stand for the first time as a candidate
for Parliament:
Savrola had made many speeches and knew that nothing
good can be obtained without effort. These impromptu
feats of oratory existed only in the minds of his listeners;
the flowers of rhetoric were hothouse plants. . . .
Successive cigarettes had been mechanically consumed. Amid the smoke he saw a peroration which
would cut deep into the hearts of the crowd; a high
thought, a fine simile expressed in that correct diction
which is comprehensible even to the most illiterate, and
appeals to the most simple; something to lift their minds
from the material cares of life and to awake sentiment.
His ideas began to take the form of words, to group
themselves into sentences; he murmured to himself; the
rhythm of his own language swayed him; instinctively he
alliterated. Ideas succeeded one another, as a stream
flows swiftly by and the light changes on its waters. He
seized a piece of paper and began hurriedly to pencil
notes. . . . He scribbled down a rough sentence, scratched
it out, polished it and wrote it in again. The sound would

please their ears, the sense improve and stimulate their
minds. What a game it was! His brain contained the cards
he had to play, the world the stakes he played for . . .
Presently he rose, and completely under the influence
of his own thoughts and language began to pace the
room with short rapid strides, speaking to himself in a
low voice and with great emphasis. Suddenly he stopped
and a strange violence his hand descended on the table.
It was the end of the speech."
Now compare this passage with an extract from Elizabeth
Lay ton Nel's book Mr. Churchill's Secretary, which relates the
actual dictation of a speech during World War II:
On these occasions he would walk up and down the
room, his forehead crinkled in thought, the cords of his
dressing gown trailing behind him. . . . Sometimes he
would fling himself for a moment into a chair; sometimes
he would pause to light his cigar, which with so much
concentration was neglected and frequently went out.
For minutes he might walk up and down trying out
sentences to himself. Sometimes his voice would become
thick with emotion, and occasionally a tear would run
down his cheek. As inspiration came to him he would
gesture with his hands, just as one knew he would be
doing when he delivered his speech and the sentences
would roll out with so much feeling that one died with
the soldiers, toiled with the workers, hated the enemy,
strained for victory.
He would dictate anywhere at any time, in his study, often
in the small hours of the morning, or pacing in the garden with
a secretary frantically taking shorthand notes as she walked
beside him, or in a car driving between Chequers or Chart well
and London. Although the great Parliamentary speeches were
usually given two or three days of careful preparation and revision, speeches for lesser, even though public, occasions were
sometimes given short shrift, as witness another extract from
Elizabeth Nel about one that was to be given to the Lord
Mayor's Banquet on November 10, 1941:
He planned to leave Chequers early, dictating the speech
in the car, but as often happened he dilly-dallied and
it was 10:30 before he finally stepped into the car and
sat down beside me, who was feeling somewhat on tenterhooks. We roared off on our way, and for a while he
sat in silence. Then his hand began to gesture, and I
knew it was coming. But good heavens, I couldn't catch
a word of the first phrase, and sat stiff with fright,
remembering the sound as I wrote automatically what
followed. At last I sighed with relief-it must have
been: "Alike in times of peace and war." By the time
we reached No. 10 the greater part was down on paper,
at any rate. But it was now 11:30, and at 12:30 he had
to leave for the City. As we arrived at the garden gate
he said, "Now run inside and type like hell."
I have slid into Oratory from Writing, and this is not surprising, for in Churchill's case the two were often intermingled.
From about 1906, when he obtained his first Ministerial
appointment as Under Secretary for the Colonies (and also
acquired a paragon of secretaries, Eddie Marsh, who was to
work for him off and on for over 30 years), he dictated all
his major speeches and all his writings. As a result you can pick
up any volume of the great works—The World Crisis, Marlborough, The Second World War, or A History of the EnglishSpeaking Peoples—and you can almost hear that unique voice
declaiming in measured terms the solemn march of events.
For his historical and biographical works Churchill em-

ployed a succession of research assistants, often quite young
graduates from Oxford, who did a lot of reading for him and
provided him with precis or memoranda on different aspects
of the subjects under composition. After assimilating and
perhaps substantially altering these, he would dictate a draft
for the printers; he much preferred correcting typeset proofs
rather than typed drafts, and this was a whole new exercise,
for the proofs would not only be given to the research assistants to correct (Marsh to pay particular attention to commas
and hyphens) but would also be sent to historians like G. M.
Young, and to political friends, for review. Their original
marginal notes and comments rarely survived, however Martin
Gilbert and Bill Deakin in letters, and Maurice Ashley in his
book Churchill As Historian, have testified that every word of
Churchill's books was his own; his assistants were there to provide him with intellectual sustenance and support and to check
the accuracy of the final achievement. As a result the proofs in
final form looked as if several ink-stained spiders had wandered
across the pages. The printers must have been driven mad.
Churchill liked both polysyllables and short blunt words,
using each as they suited his purpose. We are all familiar with
his celebrated remark made in 1906 during the House of
Commons debate on the question of exploitation of Chinese
laborers in South Africa when he was Under-Secretary for the
Colonies; but it is worth repeating in its context: "[Such a
labour contract] may not be a desirable contract, may not be
a proper or healthy contract, but it cannot, in the opinion of
His Majesty's Government, be classified as 'slavery' in the
extreme acceptance of the word, without some risk of terminological inexactitude."
Other examples are numerous-I select a few from the first
volume of A History of The English-Speaking Peoples. William
Duke of Normandy's invasion force is described as "a gathering of audacious buccaneers;" King William Rufus' taxes be-
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come "shameless exactions"; and the youthful lapses of Henry
the Fifth were the "vehement ebullitions of his nature."
In contrast, notice this passage from Lord Halifax's autobiography Fulness of Days. As Foreign Secretary in July 1940, he
was scheduled to do a broadcast shortly after Hitler's so-called
"peace offer" made earlier in that month, and in view of its
importance, he consulted the Prime Minister. Halifax wrote:
My argument was not original, but tried to emphasise
the point that whatever successes Hitler might achieve in
Europe or elsewhere, unless and until he could make an
end of the British Navy, Army and Air Force, his problem was not solved. I told Churchill that it was obviously
awkward, from the point of view of style and presentation, having to mention the three Services, though it was
no doubt unavoidable. He thought for a moment or two,
walking up and down the long room, and then replied,
"Why not say 'unless that man can sap the might of
Britain'? As of course I did. But what an example of
how to use language —and nearly all monosyllables."
Another passage that illustrates Churchill's ability to use
short sentences with telling effect comes from My Early Life.
The scene is just after the action against the Boers at Spion
Kop in December, 1900. (The Colonel Byng mentioned became our Lord Byng of Vimy, Governor General from 1921 to
1926): "The night was chilly. Colonel Byng and I shared a
blanket. When he turned over I was in the cold. When I turned
over I pulled the blanket off him and he objected. He was the
Colonel. It was not a good arrangement. I was glad when
morning came."
Perhaps I may now mention the occasion when I heard
Churchill speak in the House of Commons. It was 23 March
1933, just short of two months after Hitler had come to
power. Ramsay MacDonald, Prime Minister of the thenNational Government, had been in Europe trying to sell his
disarmament plan, of which a principal feature was equality
of armies between France and Germany, requiring a reduction
by France and allowing an increase by Germany.
My father, A Canadian journalist in London and a member
of the Press Gallery, invited me to come as his guest. He met
me at the door of the Press Gallery, and as we went in he said,
"You're in luck—it's a debate on foreign affairs. Ramsay
MacDonald has just made the most awful rambling speech,
and Winston Churchill is going to reply." Someone pushed
past us, coming out of the Gallery, and called to several
newspapermen lounging in the antechamber "Winston's up,"
whereupon they hurried in after us. We sat immediately above
the Speaker, and could easily see all the Ministers—MacDonald,
Baldwin, Simon, etc.—and the Opposition Front Bench. The
House was crowded. Churchill was already on his feet, by his
usual seat below the gangway, and was launching one of the
first of his great speeches on the rearmament of Germany.
If you have see the TV programme "The Wilderness Years,"
I can assure you that Robert Hardy's impersonation of Churchill was exactly as 1 remember him—the gestures, the right
arm raised and struck down to emphasize a point, the pause
for looking around the Chamber before a telling phrase or
witticism-all of it in remarkable fidelity to the original.
I remember Churchill saying, "There are a good many
people who have said to themselves, as I have been saying for
several years, 'Thank God for the French Army' " - a phrase
he must have remembered with bitter irony in June 1940. At
one point he paused, looked owlishly over his spectacles, and
said "We know that [the Prime Minister] has, more than any
other man, the gift of compressing the largest number of words
into the smallest amount of thought." The House roared, and
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MacDonald himself grinned and wriggled uncomfortably on
the Front Bench.
Then came an instance of Churchill's manner of laying a
trap: after a long indictment of the Prime Minister's responsibility for the failure of Britain's foreign policy, his voice rose
to a peroration as he said "I repeat what I have said-that,
with the best of endeavours, with the most praiseworthy exertions, the right honourable Gentleman's efforts have not been
attended at any point with a measure of success." At this,
there were several cries of "Lausanne" from the back benches.
Churchill pounced on the word: "LAUSANNE!" he shouted.
"All right. Under [the] Lausanne [agreement] we have now
accumulated the gold to pay an additional instalment to the
United States. Under Lausanne we have already told the French
and the Germans that they need not pay us anything. Is that a
great success? If eventually you reach good results and all War
Debts are forgiven and forgotten, then will be the time for
these perfervid tributes to the Prime Minister. Then will be the
time for honorable Gentlemen to range themselves up on the
platforms of railway stations [to greet him]. But that is not the
position now. The position now is that we have let everybody
off, and we are going to pay everything ourselves."
One other point that I will mention before I pass from this
small personal experience of hearing Churchill: he spoke from
notes-a sheaf of papers about 8x4". On these, as I later learned
from Elizabeth Nel's book, were typed not only headings, and
points on which he wished to elaborate, but particular phrases
that had pleased him during his previous dictation-the notes
which the secretaries called "Speech Form." At one moment
during the speech, he found his notes out of order, and had to
look through and shuffle them to find his next point. Although
he spent at least a full minute in this search, perfect silence
reigned in the House. None dared complain of the delay or
interrupt a man who had been a Member for a third of a century, and a Cabinet Minister when many of his hearers had
been boys.
I come now to Humor, although, as you will have observed,
with Churchill we are never very far from it. His jests and
repartees have been repeated so many times in so many papers
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Victoria, Philip D.P.Holmes
Victoria, Dr. A.H. Lane
Victoria, Ron Cynewuif Robbins
Victoria, Dr. H.T. Southwood
White Rock, Dr. Jas .T .B .Quayle
White Rock, Leonard W. Taylor
MANITOBA
Sprague, Gerald S. Owczar
NEW BRUNSWICK
Riverview, Celwyn P. Ball
NEWFOUNDLAND
St. John's, James H. Steele
NOVA SCOTIA
Kentville, H.L.Woodman
ONTARIO/TORONTO
Ian Aitchison
Olha Bosnaruk
David Currie
John G. Edison, QC
Terry Fletcher
Mrs Mary M. Gardner
Robert S. Gillan
Miss L.C. Hinchcliffe
Glynne Jenkins
J. G. Kilgour
Mrs. Margaret R. Lachapelle
Robert Landau
Douglas J. McLeod
Don McVicar
Mr&Mrs Wesley Ralphs
Dr. Joseph E. Rogers
D. McCormack Smyth
Mrs. Rose Sylvester
E. Kay Walsh
F. Bartlett Watt
ONTARIO/OTHER
Agincourt, John Plumpton
Bobcaygeon, Christina Fletcher
Brampton, Joseph Fullan
Brantford, William Sempie
Etosicoke, Mrs. Edith Tourgis
Goderich, Carol W. Anderson
Grimsby, D. W. McClellan MD
Hamilton, G.W. Kay
Hamilton, Paul Torrington
Kitchener, R.G.R. Lawrence, QC
Martintown, Terence McGrail
Mississauga, John Ronson
Ottawa, Amb. Paul H. Robinson
Port Hope, Maj. J.A.Dure (ret)
St.Catherine's, Mrs.S.Patterson
Sutton West, M.M. Wood
Thornhill, Garnet R. Barber
Uxbridge, Ronald J. Tindley
Waterloo, Roy G. Hiller
Weston, Colin B. Wackett
Willowdale, Boris H. Margau
Willowdale, George M. Temple
Woodstock, Mrs. Mary Alexander
QUEBEC
Ronald I. Cohen
J. Alasdair^Fraser
Michel Gagne
SASKATCHEWAN
Regina, Stanley Freestone

NEW ZEALAND
Warkworth, R. Barry Collins
(abroad), Ronald I. Golding

UNITED
KINGDOM
BERKSHIRE
Maidenhead,

K e i t h W.

Hatch

CORNWALL
P e n h a l e , Richard G Haslam-Hopwood
S t . I v e s , Mrs. A v r i l H a r r i s o n
T r u r o , Bruce Burley

WARWICKSHIRE
Leamington Spa, Miss H.R. Kay
WEST MIDLANDS
Coventry, P. H. Squire
Solihull, Roy Thompson
WILTSHIRE
Warminster,The Marquess of Bath
YORKSHIRE
Copmanthorpe, G.Raymond Burn
Sheffield, Mrs. M.A. Gibbs
Wakefield, George Rhodes

DEVONSHIRE
Combe Down, Det-Sgt Edmund Murray
Ottery-St-Mary, F. G. Hounslow

UNITED STATES

DORSET
Wimborne, D.G. Andrews
GLOUCESTER
Brockworth, P, Clark

MASACHUSETTS
01002 A m h e r s t , J o n Lovett-Doust
01201 P i t t s f i e l d , Winston Roulier
01267 Williamstown, Dorothy Reinke
01543 R u t l a n d , Douglas Marden
01701 Framingham, lawrence R. Grove
01742 C o n c o r d , Robt 0. Bowen
01742 C o n c o r d , S t a n l e y E . S m i t h
01776 S u d b u r y , J a c k Nixon
02126 M a t t a p a n , R i c h d . R o b e r t s
02126 S . B o s t o n , John Horan
02138 C a m b r d i g e , S h e i l a McCarthy
02159 Newtn C t r , D r . C.Mazansky
02181 Wellsly His, Howard Churchill
02181 Wellsly His, Charles Twigg
02181 Wellsly His, Dr F.Wolfort
02790 W e s t p o r t , Roger M. L a v o i e

HAMPSHIRE
A l d e r s h o t , Fred J . Hambrook
Basingstoke, Elizabeth Baverstock
Bedhampton, H.A.Redburn OBE
Beaulieu, Lord Montagu of Beaulieu
F l e e t , H. J. White
Hayling I s . , W.T. P e r k i n s
N o . B a d d e s l e y , Don F. Payne
Southampton, Joseph Sanders
Stockbridge, Sir John Colville
Tadley, Geoffrey J. Wheeler
HERTFORDSHIRE
New B a r n e t , John F r o s t
T r i n g , Robert A. F i n c h e r
KENT

Westerham, Jean Broome
Westerham, Grace Hamblin OBE
LANCASHIRE
Ormskirk, E.W. Savage
LEICESTERSHIRE
Ashby, M.J. Lainchbury
Leicester, R.G. Garner
LONDON
Jas Bell, A.Montague Browne,
Martin Gilbert, G.E. Maggs,
H.G.Meatyard, Etta Palmer,
Dr.J.Scales, Sidney Shipton,
Lord & Lady Soames, The Earl
of Stockton, Norman Wooldridge
NORTHAMPTON
Boughton, D. Bolsover
Towcester, Gerald Lovell
NORTHERN IRELAND
Belfast, Jack Darrah
NOTTINGHAM
Newark, G.J. Garratt
OXFORDSHIRE
Bladon, Arthur G. Cork
Bladon, Rev.G. Page-Turner
Boards Hill, Oscar Nemon
Freeland, Dwgr Duchess of Onslow
Wantage, Henry Edward Crooks
Woodstock, The Duke of Marlhorough
Yarnton, Peter Coombs
SCOTLAND
Newton Meanns,Glagw, Dr. C. Tobias

SURREY
Bramley, Michael Wybrow
Hascombe, Arthur Simon
Warlingham, Lloyd L. Thomas
SUSSEX
Chailey, Hon. Winston Churchill MP
Chichester, F.W. Humphreys
WALES/SOUTH GLAMORGAN
Penarth, L. H. Williams

(Zip-Code O r d e r )

RHODE ISLAND
02860 P a w t u c k e t , Benton H.Rosen
02905 C r a n s t o n , R o b e r t a R i t c h i e
NEW HAMPSHIRE
03102 B e d f o r d , Jon S . R i c h a r d s o n
03229 Contoccook, Richard Langworth
03242 H e n n i k e r , I a n W, M o r r i s o n
03301 C o n c o r d , J o s h u a T. R o g e r s

MAINE
04072 Saco, Keith Aikens
04108 Pecks Isl,. Don Wilder
CONNECTICUT
06340
06378
06415
06457
06482
06604
06610
06759
06807
06820
06877
06897
06905

Groton, John McCaffery
Stonington, David C. Elks
Colchester, John Curtis Arnold
Middletown, Prof. Wm.Manchester
Sandy Hook, Dr.H. Wachsman
Bridgeport, Miss V . S c i a l l a
Bridgeport, Michael Stanio
L i t c h f i e l d , Asa E. Hall
Cos Cob, Rolla Ross
Darien, Gerald McKenzie
Ridgefield,Paula S. Rhodes
Wilton, Sven Erik Nielsen
Stamfort, Bruce R. Sherman

NEW JERSEY
07039 Livingston, Jeff Parker
07039 Livingston, Douglas Tarr
07090 Westfield, Geo. Lewis
07110 Nutley, Gilbert lies
07401 Allendale,Msgr F. Seymour
07410 Fair Lawn, Dr Manfred Weidhom
07924 Bernardsville, Paul Biba
08033 Haddonfield, Ralph Eastwick
08052 MapleShade, Ron Greenwald
08066 Paulsboro, Richd.Stevenson
08501 Allentown, H&Y Henry
08733 Lakehurst, Walter Zeis
08840 Metuchen,Rev.Wm. Benwell
08904 HighlandPark, Herman Breitkopf
NEW YORK CITY
09012 APO, Paul Stevens
10003 NYC, Howard Kopelson
10014 NYC, Stamps Magazine
10017 NYC, Benjamin Cardozo
10017 NYC, Edwina Sandys
10022 NYC, James H. Heineman
10022 NYC, Norihiko Tanioka
10028 NYC, Bryan Ginns
10028 NYC, Peter J. Travers
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New York City/cont'd.
10055 NYC, Barry Singer
10155 NYC, Ian Latter
10178 NYC, Michael J. Close
10302 SI, Robert Kumm
10460 Bronx, Henry Langlois
10468 Bronx, Solomon Bogard
NEW YORK STATE
10536 Katonah, Richard Fisher
10601 White Plains, T .Heilingraann
10605 Wh.Plains, Col.Alf.Olsen
10708 Bronxville, Wm.W. Moore
10801 NewRochelle, Henry Ryan
10970 Pomona, Steve V. Drobny
11021 Gt.Neck, Dr.S.M. Saravay
11374 Rego Pk, Arthur Braver
11501 Mineola, Richard Harken
11545 Glen Head, Wm.T. Murray
11566 Merrick, Ira Gershenson
11581 ValyStream, Ms .M .Wellington
11787 Smithtown, Arthur Kunz
11946 Hampton Bays, Rev.R.Churchill
12124 New Baltimore, Eric Mole
13205 Syracuse, Gregory Bullard
13088 Liverpool, Roger H. Ford
14209 Buffalo, Don Carmichael
14221 Wilmsvle, Dr.M.A. Shanbhag
14467 Rochester, Wm.E. Beatty
14624 Rochester, Wm.Farmborough
PENNSYLVANIA
15108 Corapolis, John G. Miller
15146 Monroeville, Ken Fitch
15213 Pittsbgh, Samuel Shapiro
15501 Somerset, Jerry Spangler
16507 Erie, F.C.Mischler MD
16801 State College, A.P.S.
17022 Eliz'twn, Lily E. Grimm
17105 Harrisbg, British Heritage
17363 Stewrtstwn, Dr.R.Gemmill
17547 Marietta, Gina Gallo
18103 Allentown, Dr.Hagen Staack
18644 Wyoming, Geo.H. Trewern
18704 Kingston, Marc Holtzman
18704 Courtdale, Dr.G.Hudock Jr
19008 Broomall, P&H Ruoff
19038 Glenside, Craig deBemardis
19807 Radnor,- Daniel Lenehan
19342 GlenMills, Dr D.J. Kasper
PENNSYLVANIA/PHILADELPHIA
19103 Gerald R. Prout
19104 William A. Danoff
19104 Dr. David T. Hill
19118 James C. Humes
19124 Richard P. Coulson
19134 Edmund H. Jurgelewicz
19137 Michael J. Sheehan
19144 Robert DePue Brown
19148 James Calvo
19150 Paul Blanchard
WASHINGTON, D.C.
20002 Norwood H. Keeney
20002 Frank Lavin
20007 Richard M. Edelman
20007 Kay Murphy Halle
20007 Hon. W. Averell Harriman
20008 Hon. Caspar Weinberger
20044 Don Brenke, A.T.A.
MARYLAND
20619 California, Howard Hyman
20815 ChevyChase, Geo F. Will
20854 Potomac, Churchill High Schl
20854 Potomac, Dr. H. Goldberg
20904 Silvr Spgs, David Marcus
21044 Columbia, Robt Sprinkle
21046 Columbia, Jack Short
21093 Timonium, Carl Heinmuller
21144 Severn,Merton Pritchett
21201 Balto, W. H. Gorman
21740 Hagerstown, Wm R. Disirt
VIRGINIA
22003 Arlington,Robt Rosenblatt
22030 Fairfax, Hillel Samisch
22044 Falls Chrch, Jeff Wallin
22090 Reston, Ira Levy
22180 Vienna , G.Griffenhagen,A.T.A.

Virginia,cont'd
22193 Woodbridge, P. Pikul
•22201 Arlingtn, Marcia Rachy
22207 Arlingto, Reese Taylor
22304 A]_xndria,Lt C.S.Koszewski
22305 Alxndria, V4n. T. Spencer
23068 H a l l i e f o r d , Wm.Miller
WEST VIRGINIA

26104
NORTH
27514
27608
27650

Parkrsbrg, Robt Reilley
CAROLINA
Chpl Hill, Helen Palmatier
Raleigh, L.L. Jacobs
Raleigh, Otis Jones Jr

27704
27705
28213
28308

Durham, W.J. P e t e r s
Durham, Wade L. Cavin
C h a r l o t t e , A.B.Capper
Pope AFB,Cpt.C.Krisinger

SOUTH
29206
29304
29605
29609

CAROLINA
Columbia,Ellen Hammond
Spartanburg, Amos Workman
Greenville, Dr.M.Short
Greenville, Carol Poole

GEORGIA
30032 Decatur, Mrs Hugh Altman
30087 Stone Mt , Russ Griffin
30144 Kennesaw , Jas McGarvey
30305 Atlanta, David Handley
30328 Atlanta, Geo R Greiff
30342 Atlanta, Alfrd Marshall
31401 Savannah , Samuel Cann
FLORIDA
32308
32308
32618
33131
33160
33308
33308
33317
33402
33405

Tallahassee, Lome Wenzel
Tallahassee, J. MacDonald
A r c h e r , M.Kent Pawley
Miami, Roy E. Black
N.Mi.Bch, Sidney Altneu
F t . L d r d l e , F.L.Anduze
F t . L d r d l e , Dr. J.Bloom
Plantation, Harold R. Smith
W.Palm Bch, Herbert Benn
W.Palm Bch, Col.D.M.King USA

33433
33494
33581
33701
33702
33713
33940

Boca Raton,Wn. 0. Rockwood
S t u a r t , Mrs. E. Hyman
S a r a s o t a , Thos.Brooks
St.Ptrsbg, Thomas Montalbo
St.Ptrsbg, Luis Ballina
St.Ptrsbg, Robert C. Swain
N a p l e s , C.G. Whinfrey

ALABAMA

35229 Birmnghm, J.E.Jarvis Jr
TENNESSEE
37130
37211
37220
37405
38344

Murfreesboro, J.D.Marshall
N a s h v l e , Dennis Johnson
Nashvle, J a s . C . Barnett
Chattanooga, Wn.H. Bovman
Huntingdon, Steve Williams

MISSISSIPPI
39211 Jackson, Dr.M.T.Reagan
KENTUCKY
40219 Louisvle, Paul Mullett
41017 Edgewood, Tim Sullivan
41071 Wilder, Ronald Brennan
41073 Bellevue, Kevin Matthews
42041 Fulton, Joe W.Johnson
OHIO
43324 Huntsvle, Jas. Dinkel
44041 Geneva, Jesse Hutchinson
44107 Lakewood, Alyce L.Aust
44118 Clvlnd, Irving Bayer
44124 Clvlnd, Bill McVey
44127 Clvlnd, Fred J.Rumplik
44514 Poland, Wm. Cochran
44708 Canton, Doris Carrier
44820 Bucyrus, Dr.J. Kurtz
45231 Cincinnati,Monte Dale Witte
45805 Lima, Sue M. Hefner
45810 Ada, Prof.A.E. Cohoe
INDIANA
46234 Indnpls, Dr.Geo McAfee
46350 LaPorte, Ervin Pritchett
MICHIGAN
48013 BlocmfldHills,H.Winstanley
48016 C l a r k s t o n , Thos.Goldner

Michigan, c o n t ' d
48024 FarmingtonHills, L.Yates
48104 AnnArbr,Milton Mutchnick
48146 Lincln Pk, Mary Jo Peterson
49001 Kalamazoo, John Leugs
49690 Wilmsbrg, David Kusch
IOWA

50265 W.DesMoines,Jo Scarborough
50662 Oelwein, Stephen McCarthy
52403 Cdr Rapids, R.E. Durham
52501 Ottumwa, Chas. Current
WISCONSIN
53012 Cedarbrg, Glenn F. Jonas
53203 Mlwkee, J. Czerwinski
53215 Mlwkee, S.Antosiewicz
53219 Mlwkee, John J. Marek
53402 Racine, Wm. C. Kidd
53511 Beloit, Arthur Adams
53511 Beloit, Donald Easland
53703 Madison, Jas.W. Wimmer
54701 EauClaire, Max Schoenfeld
MINNESOTA
55113 St.Paul, Robt.O. Neff
55416 St.LouisPk, Todd Ronnei
55804 Duluth, Dr.Gary Cowan
55901 Rochstr, Freeman Smith
56359 Onamia,Br.Richd.McGrath
56401 Brainerd,Robt. Russell
SOUTH DAKOTA
57105 SiouxFalls, Ross S. Fenn
ILLINOIS
60015 Deerfld,Harry R. Clamor
60015 Deerfld, Don C. Johnson
60045 LakeForest, David Wilkie
60056 Mt.Prospct,M. Altenburger
60062 Northbrk, Jim Galvin
60085 Waukegan, Rev. F.Lippert
60302 Oak Park, Dave Druckman
60302 Oak Park, Don Markey
60411 Chi.Hts., Stan Safiran
60438 Lansing, John Bradshaw
60466 PkForest, Oscar Lundy
60525 LaGrange, Wm Norby
60532 Lisle, Geo. -J. Pelch
60601 Chicago, Henry Kohorn
60606 Chicago, Wm. C. Ives
60610 Chicago, Matthew Fox
60611 Chicago Tribune
60613 Chicago, Tim Pitzer
60627 Riverdle, Alex Mott
60635 Elmwd Pk, R.G.Torpe
60645 Chicago, Robt Cairo
60657 Chicago, John LaMotte
61350 Ottawa, Robt Carter
61701 Bloomngtn, D.Ludwig
62301 Quincy, Karl Stumpf
MISSOURI
63108 St.Louis, R.Peterson
63108 St.Louis, Carl Schumacher
63124 St.Louis, A~.ROsenber<j
63130 UnivCity, Robt S. Davis
63130 St.Louis, Wm. R. Piper
63141 St.Louis, Jim Nietmann
64114 K.C., John C. Cozad
64468 Maryvle, R&MJ Sunkel
65201 Columbia, S&L Nash
65251 Fulton, Westm.Col.Lib.
65251 Fulton, Dr. R. Jones
65251 Fulton, J.E. Marshall
65251 Fulton, Janet R. Wallin
65251 Fulton, Leon Wilkerson
65251 Moberly, Dr.Will Fleming
65742 Rogersvle, Ronald Hunt
KS-NB-LA-AK-OK
66212 Ovrlnd Pk KS, Eliz. Haynes
67501 Hutchnsn KS, Tern Sherman
68114 Omaha NB, Wallace Johnson
69301 Alliance NB, Thomas Clapp
70816 BatonRge LA, Derek Brownleader
72116 L.Rock AK, Donald Kelly
72117 L.Rock AK, Jerry Russell
73034 Ednond OK, William Dever
73122 Okla City OK, Ken Phillips
74146 Tulsa, Jonathan Wallace
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TEXAS
75225
75225
75229
75229
76051
76255
77030
77249
77844
78209
78229
79765

D a l l a s , C. Lee Walton J r .
D a l l a s , Tex Lezar
D a l l a s , Jack Mynett
Dallas, Alice Pies
Grapevine, G. N e t t l e t o n
Nocona, Jack McGaughey
Houston, Dr.Wm. Walker
Houston, M.G.Culver J r .
C o l l . S t a . , J e f f Coley
San.Ant, LTC J. S. Simms
San.Ant, Guy Rudes
Odessa, J e f f Townsend

CO-ID-UT-AZ-NM-NV
80209 Denver CO, Walter R. Foltz
80303 Boulder CO, Roger Cichorz
80907 Colo Spgs CO, V.Bohenstengel
83638 McCall ID, Ian Beswick
84109 SaltLakeCity UT) Art Whitehead
84602 Provo UT, Lewis Sprague
85251 Scottsdale AZ, Wn R. Schulz
87111 Albuquerque NM, Larry Fricke
89109 Las Vegas NV, Harold Armstong
CALIFORNIA
80091 LA, Henry Sakato
90034 LA, S h e l l e y Barnes-Holcomb
90254 HermosaBch, J . A . Quigley
90603 W h i t t i e r , Curt J. Z o l l e r
90731 SanPedro, Dr. J a s Benedict
90803 Long Beach, E . J . Carmen
91011 F l i n t r i d g e , A l l e n Webb
91101 Pasadena, Wm. Ingram J r .
91108 Pasadena, Robt. Hastings
91205 G l e n d a l e , Adolfo deLeon
91316 Encino, T.W. McGarry
91326 N o r t h r i d g e , Bruce Bogstad
91371 WoodlndHills, Eugene S. Larson
91711 Claremont, J.R.Butterworth
91711 Claremont, Dr.Harry J a f f a
91791 W.Covina, Stephen Reich
91801 LA, Frank Mayer
92008 C a r l s b a d , L t . C . Locke
92103 SanDiego, Eliz.MacPhail
92262
92262
92270
92270
92270
92380
92630
92660
92660
92680
93102
93108
93940
94063
94101
94108
94118
94127
94129
94947
95240
95240
95240
95822
95831

PalmSpgs, J.Ray C o r l i s s
PalmSpgs, Carol F. McCoy
RanchMirage, Derek Ashton
RanchoMirage, R.Lindstrom
RanchoMirage, J.Hunter Munford
CanyonLake, W.Glen Browne
El Toro, A . J . G u i l f o r d
NewprtBch, Brooks Hoar
NewprtBch, C e l i a Turner
T u s t i n , G l o r i a Arrington
S.Barbara, J a s . H . H u r l e y
S.Barbara, J.Tim Terry
Monterey, Tom Dudley
RedwdCity,Noreen Will
SF, David Daniels
SF, V i c t o r B. L e v i t
SF, Sen.Milton Marks
SF, Stephanie Hart
SF, Richard Omrizen
Novato, Ralph Crumb
Lodi, R.G. Hooper
Lodi, E l o i s e Hunnell
Lodi, Betty Newfield
Sacrmnto, E.D. Newfield
Sacrmnto, John T. Hay

OREGON & WASHINGTON
97230 Portland OR, Dr. H. J. Vear
97487 Veneta OR, Joe Cannon
98004 Bellevue WA, J a s . Findlay
98006 Bellevue WA, W.F.Robinson Jr
98033 Kirkland WA, R.L. Cochrane
98107 S e a t t l e , Alexis Alvey
98660 Vancouver, The Kochs

OTHER NATIONS
GREECE/Athens, Nicholas G. Koutsos
ISRAEL/Menashe, Hillel Shnaps
RSA/Johannesburg, Dr. J.R. Loundon
RSA/Houghton, Dr. L. Stein
SWEDEN/Gavle, Sture Wennerberg
SWITZERLAND/Zurich, Dr. R.Schneebeli

during a 1927 debate to a member who suggested that the
Government should consult the trade unions:
. . . . it was the fashion in the Army when a court martial
was being held and the prisoner was brought in that he
should be asked if he objected to being tried by the
President or to any of those officers who composed the
court martial. On one occasion a prisoner was so insubordinate as to answer: "I object to the whole bloody lot
of you." That is clearly illustrative of the kind of reception which, at this stage, consultation of the trade unions
by the Government would meet with.
I conclude with a report of the speech with which Churchill,
as Chancellor of the Exchequer in April 1926, wound up the
debate on the Budget. This is extracted from Prime Minister
Stanley Baldwin's daily letter to King George V:
Mr. Churchill was in his happiest mood and imparted
that happiness to the House in full measure. Obviously
revelling in his task, he delivered a joyous and slashing
attack on his opponents. The debates, he said, had revealed the hopeless insincerity of the Liberal and Socialist
platitudinous pleas for economy. As a matter of fact the
Socialists did not wish for economy— their policy had
always been in favour of prodigality of expenditure.
Mr. Churchill then set the House rocking with laughter
with an analysis of the epithets which had been used by
Opposition speakers during previous debates. The words
robbery or robbed had been used 67 times, confiscation
10, plunder 10, steal 3 — it had been used once more since
by Mr. Thomas but that addition had arrived after the
list was closed —theft 2, filch 1, grab 1, cheat 1, breach
of faith 19 and so on.
He himself had also received the following compliments: the villain of the piece, robber, marauder, catburglar and artful dodger. As, however, the Labour Party
had for some years saluted him with the expression
murderer, the title robber seemed to him to be a form of
promotion.
Having set the House in a thoroughly good and exhilarated humour by this extremely amusing analysis Mr.
Churchill, taking full advantage of the atmosphere which
he had thus created, delivered a first rate fighting speech
in justification of the Government's policy, and, having
dealt devastatingly with the. . . . Opposition's arguments,
wound up on a note of defiance by declaring that the
Government would be judged not by the violence of their
opponents' language but by the consequences of their
own actions. . . .

Left: Sir Winston at his easel, from Madame
Tussaud's, London, displayed 1965-71. Above:
Reminding us somewhat of Alfred Hitchcock,
the current London waxwork, installed 1984.

and books that, rather than be laid off as redundant, I have
looked out a few lesser-known examples.
In his early days in Parliament it seems likely that he had
thought out in advance some of his witticisms —"terminological
inexactitude" is probably one of these. Thus his friend (but
sometime political opponent) F. E. Smith, later Lord Birkenhead, could refer to "Churchill's carefully prepared impromptus." But as he grew in experience of the House of
Commons and its moods, he became an acknowledged master
of the art of repartee. There are innumerable examples, of
which we all know so many, but my favorite is his comment
on a remark made in the House by Hugh Gaitskell, Minister of
Fuel in Attlee's Labour Government in 1947, to the effect
that fewer baths by people could save fuel; Gaitskell said he
did not find it necessary to have many baths himself. Churchill
replied,
When Ministers of the Crown speak like this on behalf of
his Majesty's Government, the Prime Minister and his
friends have no need to wonder why they are getting
increasingly into bad odour. I had even asked myself
whether you, Mr. Speaker, would admit the word
"lousy" as a Parliamentary expression in referring to the
Administration, provided, of course, it was not intended
in a contemptuous sense but purely as one of factual
narration.

It was a crushing rejoinder delivered in Mr. Churchill's
best manner, with all the rhetorical power and devices
which make him one of the most formidable debaters in
the House of Commons.
With these warm and admiring remarks by Baldwin-a
master Parliamentarian himself, sometimes a political colleague,
sometimes an opponent, but always a personal friend—let us
leave Winston Churchill-the brilliant, coruscating author, the
warrior, the historian, the orator and statesman—whose works,
in my opinion, will be read as long as the English language is
spoken on earth.

Churchill was by no means averse to stories that were not
meant for ladies or the very young and, as his secretaries have
recorded, his language could be sulphurous on occasions when
he was aroused to anger. But in the written word he remembered Gibbon, who wrote, "My English is chaste, and all
licentious passages are left in the decent obscurity of a learned
language." Who else but Churchill could have written, about
badly wrenching his shoulder when climbing out of a boat on
to the dock when he first arrived in India, "I scrambled up all
right, made a few remarks of a general character, mostly beginning with the earlier letters of the alphabet, hugged my shoulder
and thought no more about it."?
Then there is the reply he made in the House of Commons

The author wishes to thank for their kind and informative
letters during the preparation of this article Sir William Deakin
and Martin Gilbert-and to acknowledge published works by
Martin Gilbert, Elizabeth Lay ton Nel and Maurice A shley.
The editor wishes to thank the Sir Winston S. Churchill
Society of Vancouver, for permission to reprint Mr. Johnston's
talk, which was delivered to the Society on 30 November 1983.
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Churchill in Stamps
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BY RICHARD M. LANG WORTH

PAGES 19-24: PRE-INDIA ADVENTURES
To the philatelic biographer, Churchill's life between Harrow
and his arrival in India requires imagination and ingenuity. No
stamps at all were issued which depict any of the key events
between Harrow and WSC's arrival at Bangalore, except those
showing WSC in his uniform as a cavalry subaltern, which were
already used on page 18. The answer? An almost total resort
to '-Churchill-Related" (CR) stamps. The ICS CR Checklist
provides a rich and interesting variety. Numbers are Scott ($)
and Stanley Gibbons (sg).
19. Antigua #349 (sg 408) and its Barbuda overprint. Minkus
201 (sg 203), along with Fujiera Minkus 67 (sg 67), provide a
few more Harrow-related views. It's a fine opportunity to contrast the pugnacious young Winston with his ancestor the First
Duke, using three New Zealand CRs, #327-29 (sg 772-74).
These stamps commemorate the Centennial of NZs Marlborough.

Wd_
' remained in
;iarro» ' y ' lower
school" -£
yearn, wan not
'removed' u n t i l
r.i. la., v lersi
naj begun, unly
t:icn *as he n t i t l e d to
weir ::arro* 's
"
'
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20. French definitives in use at the time Churchill spent his
Christmas holiday in Versailles (1891-92) are readily available
and make an appropriate display. Versailles postmarks would be
ideal, but they are scarce. Lord Randolph toured Bechuanaland in 1892, and the stamps Winston asked his father to send
him probably included the three overprints shown. (Both
Winston and his brother Jack collected in their youth.)

Pugrna-ious and
wltnout fear,
nis g r e a t e s t
youtnful hero
war. his ancestor the F i r s t
ImKe of MarlL'Oroup'N. Many
historians
f e l t Churc n i l l saw
ninujclf as
Marlborougn
reborn In
later H i e .
A Nuw Zealand
Drovincn rf'ifi
named for t:ie
Flr:,t Ouke.

21. The same approach-definitives in use at the time-documents Churchill's hike through the Swiss and Italian Alps while
he waited the results of his third try for Sandhurst. The lowvalue Italian stamps are common, but the beautiful Swiss definitives are scarce and fairly expensive, particularly mint. These
fine 19th Century stamps do much to enhance the Churchill
biographic collection.

or
•

22. Newfoundland's 1897 Royal Family issue (Scott #78-85, sg
83-90) are simply too beautiful to pass up as CR stamps-especially since Churchill had close relationships with most of the
Royals depicted: the future Edward VIII, Edward VII and
Alexandra; George V and Mary. This magnificent set represents
some of Newfoundland's finest postal engravings.
23. To document Churchill's pre-India excursion to America
and Cuba, what better stamps than United States #789 (sg 785)
West Point commemorative, and Cuba #356-68 (sg ?) to portray
tobacco growing and cigars'? It was in Cuba that WSC learned
to enjoy a good corona. Under the circumstances, I thought
the handsomely cigar-equipped Churchill of WW2 could be
shown out of chronological sequence here, using St. Vincent
#391-92 (sg 405-06) -especially as the same designs can again
occur ill the WW2 period, using St. Vincent Grenadines.
24. The Cuba campaign is easily documented by any contemporary definitives of Cuba (#132-55) showing nine-year-old
Alfonso XIII, whom WSC would later know intimately. United
States #221-26 (sg 246-51) Cuba overprints have obvious applicability. Essential for your Cuba page is a definitive portraying the rebel leader Maximo Gome/ (#240 or #265), and the
three revolutionary leaders, Meceo, Gomez and Marti (#C38)
Commonwealth readers please note: we lack many Stanley
Gibbons numbers for our CR checklist. Send for a copy and
help us plug them in.
(To be continued)
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SWITZERLAND, ITALY
AMERICA, CUBA, AND CIGARS
While awaiting the results of his third "Further", Winston and
his brother Jack holidayed in Switzerland, where they hiked
the Alps, and then in Italy as far as Milano. It wasn't until
he published MY EARLY LIFE in I930 that Churchill revealed he
had narrowly escaped drowning in Lake Lausanne during the trip.

Just before his regiment sailed for India, Churchill found time
to visit America, where he toured West Point. Then he traveled
to Cuba to observe the revolution there—and was fired upon for
the first time. It was Cuba where he smoked his first c i g a r —
acquiring a lifetime habit and his most remembered trademark.

West Point cadets
"are not allowed
to smoke or have
any money...1
think such a state
of things is
positively
disgraceful..."

Definitive
Swiss stamp
from the
issue current from
1882 to
1904.
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WSC always fancied
pure Havana, and
admirers often
mailed cigars to
him, which in
later years had
to be sampled for
fear of poison or
booby traps.

Often depicted
with his cigar,
Churchill quite
commonly mouthed
his stogies for
the sake of the
photographers,
not lighting up.

YOUTH
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YOUTH

ROYAL CONNECTIONS

CUBA: MORE BEClmiXtS

There was much curiosity about Lord Randolph's son in Royal
circles. Lord Charles Beresford arranged an invitation for WSC
to a weekend party given by the Prince of Wales, and Churchill
distinguished himself by arriving late. Since his absence made
the party an unlucky 13, Prince Edward refused to sit down to
dinner. Despite this inauspicious start, WSC did meet with the
approval of the future Edward VII.

In Cuba Winston first heard bullets whistle in Anger. He also
produced his first professional writing, for The 'Daily
Oraphic' and 'Saturday Review1 in late 1895 and 1896. Both
opportunities came when he was attached to an expedition of
Ben. Suarez Valder, whom he Joined in Sancti Splritu.

The Royal
Family in
1897, shown
here because
Churchill
was to have
much to do
with them
as the years
passed.
Top to
bottom, the
future
Edward VIII,
who abdicated; HM the
Queen; The
Prince of
Wales; The
Princess
Alexandra;
the future
Queen Mary;
the future
King George
V, son of
Edward VII.

The Cubans were
ruled by JClng
Alfonso XIII,
then only nine
with his mother
as Regent. The
rapacious rule
of Spain had
driven the
islanders to
several revolts.
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Though Marshall
Campos gave VSC
the Cruz Roja
for his service,
Churchill sympathized with
the rebels and
predicted the
outcome would
rest with the
United States,
as indeed came
to pass.
The great Cuban
revolutionary
leader, Maximo
•oraez, who
always told
his forces to
"melt into the
Jungle" after
a strike. Mot
much has
changed in
guerrilla
tactics...

Stamp News: New Issues, Old Covers
Left: The Karsh-based
A&B 604 value. Below: the $1 value,
WSC and DeGaulle,
Paris. At right: last
year's Nevis railroad
series was expensive
and lengthy collectorbait, including
Churchill loco.

Below: The Bardsey locals overprinted
for the Mountbatten statue on "first day
cover," followed by ICS cover #23
marking 40th Anniversary of Patton 's
Bulge Breakout on 26 December 1944.

Above: the new Antigua/Barbuda EC$5 souvenir sheet, quite a mixed
bag of personalities in our opinion. The Churchill is from Karsh.

NEW ISSUES: ANTIGUA, NEVIS
The latest Churchill commemoratives
were issued by Antigua and Barbuda on
19 November 1984, in a "World Leaders"
set designed to pick the pocket of those
of every political persuasion. The set of
eight stamps, totaling ECS6.40, contains
two values each for WSC, Kennedy, Mao
Tse-Tung and Gandhi. (It's interesting that
only Churchill could claim a relationship
of sorts with all the others!)
The Churchill issues are slickly produced, a 60^ value using the ever-popular
Karsh photo as basis for artwork, the $ 1
value showing WSC walking under the Arc
in Paris with De Gaulle on Armistice Day
1944. For those who insist on having
everything, Antigua & Barbuda offers an
EC$5 souvenir sheet containing all four
portraits grouped and the flags of their
respective nations. The issue was designed
by American graphic artist Joel Iskowitz
and printed by Format International
Security Printers. The editor obtained the
mint set for US$3.78 and the souvenir
sheet for US$2.96 from Gerson's, 817
SW 5th Avenue, Portland, Oregon 97204,
which he can recommend with every
satisfaction.
I also obtained at the same time the
Nevis steam locomotive issue of November 1983, which cost me $9.60, all for
the sake of two EC$1 values illustrating
the L&NERR 4-6-2 loco "Winston Churchill" in % front and plan views. It is part
of a monumental issue which is only
obtainable complete, at least from US
sources, as are the Antigua items. (You
might also try the Philatelic Bureaus in
the two places, but I've had limited luck
in getting answers from these Caribbean
bureaus, or even my money back.)
We may conclude that Barnum is once
again proved right, because Nevis has
recently issued a follow-up set of the
same pricey proportions, illustrating

classic cars. It's fortunate that we Churchill collectors aren't specializing in a
"popular" topic these days, though we all
remember the onslaught from "Sand
Dune" non-nations during the late 1960s
and early 1970s, and the Churchill commemoratives from various Black Africa
dictatorships whose policies hardly coincide with Sir Winston's concepts.
BARDSEY OVERPRINTS
As mentioned in an earlier issue, two
silver overprints of Bardsey (Wales) local
post labels occurred in November 1983,
marking the unveiling of a Mountbatten
statue (where?) by The Queen. ICS/UK
purchased a few covers through the help
of L. L. Thomas, and we can offer you
FDCs while the supply lasts for $3. The
overprints are on the Bardsey Churchill
and Mountbatten labels, which were
simultaneously revalued to 16p and 5 Op
respectively.
Bardsey is, of course, an entirely nonpostal issuer of labels, but receipts do go
to a worthy cause: assisting the preservation of the island in its natural state for
visitors. In Britain they are available
from Rembrandt Philatelies, 21 High
Street, Botley, Hants. SO3 2EA.
ICS COVER #23: BULGE BREAKOUT
Our 23rd commemorative cover salutes
the break-out from the Battle of the
Bulge by Gen. Patton's troops on 26 December 1944. Postmarked Patton, Calif.,
it's an overprinted D-Day cachet with US
Veterans, Army, WSC, FDR stamps. Available for a recommended $3 donation,
from ICS Covers, 221 Pewter Lane, Silver
Spring, MD 20904 USA. Also available: a
few Bulge covers with Smithsonian Institute cancel; also, 30 D-Day covers (#22)
with the Hyde Park, New York cancel.
Donations in equivalent Commonwealth
currencies welcome as usual.
—Dave Marcus
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H. M. The Queen

40TH ANNIVERSARY

D-DAY

CROSSWORD FOR
CHURCHILLOPHILES
We publish herewith a crossword puzzle
designed by Hillel Shnaps, our man in
Israel, who is offering a small prize for
the first correct entry he receives six
weeks after the despatch of this issue.
Send your entry to Hillel Shnaps, Kibbutz Ma'Agan Michael, D.N. Menashe
37-805, Israel. (The prize is an unmounted
set of Russia Scott #907-8, the Teheran
issue, a key Churchill-related pair.)
Hillel has been collecting stamps since
age 12, and Churchill since 1973/4.
His WSC collection is in 12 looseleaf
albums, mounted in Havid, and captioned
with
Letraset.
Volumes
include
propaganda issues, covers addressed to 10
Downing Street, "V for Victory" covers
and all "forerunners" up to 1965; 1966
Omnibus stamps, FDCs and varieties;
1966 foreign and Commonwealth non-

omnibus designs including FDCs; 1974
Centenary stamps and FDCs; ArabTrucial
States; British and other locals; and post1974 issues and postcards. Some of the
"gems" include a signed menu of a dinner
given by WSC on board RMS Queen Mary
in 1946, autographed by WSC, CSC,
Sarah Oliver and others; Nazi propaganda
postcards by Asholm; "Futches Reich"
Hitler skulls; the 1946 Nicaragua Roosevelt set of specimens; an unissued proof
of the El Salvador 1946 FDR souvenir
sheet; and progressive proofs of the Aden
Paintings issue (72 stamps in all).
Crossword Clues Down:
2. Why did Bermuda overprint 2
stamps in December 1953? (3 words.)
3. WSC on Mendelsohn-where?
4. How many numbers appear on the
5p 1974 Ascension Island WSC issue?
5. This Prince was at Placentia Bay in
1941.(3 words.)
7. Who issued 11 diamond shapes?
8. This Andre designed one for Mali.
11. Gold coins are to be found in this
"Sand Dune."
15. What country issued a set of 10
stamps featuring English Rulers, Statesmen?
16. This African country is spelled
with and without the letter T'.
17. Little Man with many WSC issues.
19. Swedish locals commemorating
WSC.
21. How many searchlight beams
frame St. Paul's Cathedral?

Crossword Clues Across:
1. Gilbert's first rfame.
6. Uncle Joe.
7. They must be lifted up, and all will
come right.
9. How many stamps in the Cook
Islands WSC set of 1974?
10. Did Lady Macbeth try to remove
this Berlin suburb?
12. How many WSC stamps were
issued by Malta in 1974?
13. Action This
.
14. Which country celebrated "Pameran
Peringatan Churchill"?
18. The Big Three were overprinted on
a 5^ value from where?
20. WSC traveled from London to visit
this lady.
22. What kind of elephant is found on
a local issued by Sanda Island?
23. How many volumes make up A123
in the Woods Bibliography?
24. What is the color of the 3rd value
in the Omnibus of 1966?
25 . . . -

Hillel found this Israeli cover marking
Churchill's death in a Tel Aviv stamp
shop. Has anyone seen anything like it?
(See also back cover, FH#36.)

Stampless FDC for the GB issue of
1965. Note date on the printed cachet
(original proposed date of issue?) Datestamp shows issue date but no stamps.
Information is requested by Hillel.

A typical example of what can be
found for next to nothing is Hillel Shnaps'
cover sent from Italy to the "English
Government," London. The cover was
readdressed "His Majesty's Government
c/o Houses of Parliament" and once again
sent to Downing St. SW1, with House of
Commons postmark 30 January 1952 —
all this for just a few pence! It's been a
long time . . .

Mr. Shnaps is presently developing his
collection of "V for Victory" slogan
cachets and labels: "I find it very interesting and hope to let you have an article
on this facet of WSC collection. " Note
re-use of Canadian cover, reposted in
England.
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Woods Corner

Ronald I. Cohen, Editor
5 Murray Avenue, Westmount, Quebec, Canada H3Y 2X9

An Ongoing Forum of Additions & Corrections to the Woods Bibliography of Works by Sir Winston Churchill, for the New Edition, 1987.
("Woods" is shorthand for A Bibliography of the Works of
Sir Winston Churchill by Frederick Woods, first published in
1963, current (second revised) edition 1975. At request of the
author and publisher, ICS has undertaken a complete revision
and updating of this invaluable work for publication in 1987.
Editor Cohen requests your comments and additions.)

Woods, with complete information for 50 percent of the total —
a staggering achievement. If you own foreign editions of Churchill's works, drop Mr. Cohen a postcard with the titles. They
may include one he hasn't listed yet.
FOREIGN LANGUAGE "SAVROLAs"
I recently, finally obtained the French edition of Savrola,
published in Monaco in 1948—but was disappointed. It's a
paperback with a pictorial cover. I had in mind that it was a
deluxe, hardbound edition with wonderful illustrations, as
described by several members who own copies. The deluxe
edition was published in 1950, and is thus the second French
edition.
Another Savrola I've acquired is the Spanish edition, published in Barcelona, 1956, 160 pages with pictorial cover. It
is subtitled "La Unica Novela del ex-Premier."
PORTUGUESE "EARLY LIFEs"
We can also add to the list Memorias da Minha Juventude,
Lisbon 1948, 274 pages in wrappers, the first Portuguese
edition of Woods A37. A later edition was published in Lisbon
in 1974 entitled A Minha Juventude, and is described by the
seller (I have not seen it) as 469 pages. This is either a large-type
edition, or WSC wrote a hitherto unknown sequel!
—RML

Three forms of The Great War. Left to right, 3 and 4volume English editions, 2-volume Danish edition.
FURTHER DETAILS ON "THE GREAT WAR"
Under entry A31, the Woods Bibliography notes but does
not fully describe The Great War, which was the first (and I
think only) illustrated edition of The World Crisis. Woods states
that the publisher, George Newnes, issued this work in 26 parts,
then produced binding cases in three different materials, and
finally issued a quarto three-volume bound set. Woods also
mentions a number of sheets bound by the Home Library Book
Company in four volumes. This is only the tip of the iceberg.
Wallace H. Johnson and the editor have now come up with 10
variations of The Great War. (By the way, as an entirely re-set
text, this will definitely have its own number in the next edition
of any Churchill bibliography.)
1. The 26 individual parts.
2. The parts in half-crimson morocco binding case.
3. The parts in royal blue cloth binding case.
4. The parts in red cloth binding case.
5. Three volumes quarto in plain red cloth.
6. Three volumes quarto in royal blue cloth, gilt trimmed
with "exploding world" motif, spines with Roman numerals.
7. As above, spines with Arabic numerals.
8. Three volumes quarto in tooled red morocco.
9. Four volumes quarto, Home Library with "sword and
wreath" motif gilt. Only Roman numerals found.
10. Danish edition {Den Store Krig), two volumes, contains
only 89 chapters, dated 1935. Mr. Johnson wonders why the
Danes stopped short? (English editions contain 98 chapters.)
The answer is probably that the Danish publisher considered
Chapters 90-98 extraneous, since they follow Churchill's account
of the Peace Treaties and involve peripheral or background
matters like the Russian Revolution, Balkan war, etc.

SECTION C REVIEW, CONTINUED by R. I. Cohen
In the last installment of this column, I explained the slight
gloss on the Woods numbering system which I employ in Section
C. Any reader who has a question regarding a designation, such
as C150A/I, need only look in FHf45 to understand all. I will
now pick up where I left off in entry notes.
C10/VIII: Incorrectly designated C10/C11 in last issue.
C45/1: I promised date verification: 26 December 1914.
C45/3: I promised date: January 1916 issue, Current History.
C140: Correct title The Palestine Crisis; page 16, not 17.
C147/1: Correct title A Great Big Idea!
C150A/I: Correctly Mr. Churchill on the Abuse of the "Dole."
C176: The Victim of Serajevo. Spelling error is original.
C189C: Fifty Years Hence: another version published in Popular Mechanics, March 1932, pp. 390-7, not noted in Woods.
C190(a): Correctly My New York Misadventure.
C194: Correctly Some Plain Speaking about Geneva.
C204: Britain Must Hear the Truth appears p.14, not p. 12.
C208: The World's Great Stories. Contrary to Woods, Parts I, II,
III, V, VI, IX, X, XI, XII all appear at pp 5-6. In C208/V,
Woods misspells "d'Urbervilles."
C225: Whither Britain?-II \% correct title.
C228/1: The Road to World Suicide is correct title.
C229/4: Is the Private Member a Public Nuisance? Correctly.
C2S2/1: Rearmament of Germany and England's Air Strength
published in Vital Speeches, 31 Dec 1934 at ppl94-8.
C152B/II: Every Working Man Will Be Affected If Roosevelt
Fails is the complete title. Woods' title incomplete.
C266: The King's 25 Years pagination of articles 2-7 incorrect.
Respectively published at pp. 12-3; 21 and 28; 12-3 and 20;
23 and 27; 23 and 27; and 23 and 26.

FOREIGN TITLES
As readers of Woods know, the author mentions the existence
of foreign language editions by Churchill but gives no details.
He hasn't told you yet, but Ronald Cohen has created a computer program designed to ferret out essential data on these
volumes: country, publisher, date, translator, etc. Starting with
a mostly blank program, with entries only for foreign editions
mentioned by Woods, Ron has now added many not known to

C301 A: Soapbox Messiahs correct pagination is 11, 44, 46.
C317/1: Mr. Churchill's Statement not in Woods. Published in
The Times, 7 Dec 36 at p.8. No indication of general or
limited issuance.
C330: Freedom and Progress for ,4//pagination: 849-50,887.
C331: The Great Reigns pagination of articles 1, 3, 5 and 6 is
correctly: pp. 7 and 10; 7 and 23/ 22-3; and 14-5.
C359: Snapshots at Banquets is the correct title.
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World War, without details on any; it is inexplicable and unjustifiable that Woods doesn't record the appearances in Life
of the 6 parts of The Gathering Storm, between 19 April and
24 May 1948. First, they were the most widely circulated
appearance; second, some parts were undoubtedly the first
appearances. While the serialization began in The Daily Telegraph on 16 Apr 48, 3 days before Life, the newspaper
serialization ended 17 June, 24 days after the last part ran in
Life. Further, the Editors' Note in the first Life installment
indicates that Life's "exclusive U. S. magazine publication"
was appearing "concurrently with the New York Times and
publications in 42 other countries." (Italics added.) RML
note: magazine dates typically ran in advance of actual
release date, so we may presume that Life appeared up to
5-6 days sooner than the cover date.
C484: Volume II published in 7 parts in Life between 7 Feb 49
and 21 Mar 49.
C492: Volume III published in 3 parts in Life between 6 Feb
50 and 27 Feb 50.
C498: Volume IV published in 4 parts in Life between 23 Oct
50 and 13 Nov 50.
C506: Volume V published in 3 parts in Life between 8 Oct
51 and 29 Oct 51.
C516: Volume VI published in 5 parts in Life between 26 Oct
53 and 23 Nov 53.
C525/1: Message to the Primrose League not in Woods. Published in Times and West Essex Star, 10 May 63.
C525/2: Letter not in Woods. WSC's letter to Mrs. Doris Moss,
Chmn, Woodford Branch of Conservative Party, on standing
down at the next General Election. Published in Times and
West Essex Star, 10 May 63 at p. 12.
C529: King Henry VIII not in Woods. Published in Mankind,
Feb 69, Los Angeles. Excerpted from Heroes of History
(See also C331/IV.)
There will be many other "C" items added between now and
publication of the revised Bibliography. To some degree, the
items found to date reflect a failure by Woods to review Churchill's contributions to American periodicals, the most salient of
which is Life. However, many lapses have been found in coverage
of The Times as well.
Please let us know if you discover any other omissions or
errors, and do write with any questions on any section of
Woods. We will return to a full, up-to-date review of addenda
and corrigenda for Section A in the next column.

C361/IV: My Life and Times pagination is correctly pp. 6-7.
C361/VI: Ditto, pagination is correctly pp. 4 and 12.
C361/IX: Ditto, pagination is correctly pp. 4 and 15.
C370: Correct title is Crisis Again! And What of Our Air Defences? Woods' title incorrect.
C375: How Wars of the Future Will Be Waged is at pp. 12-3.
C377: Future Safeguards of National Defence at pp. 12-3.
C378: Effect of Air Transport on Civilisation at pp. 12-3.
C380: The Union of the English-Speaking Peoples at pp. 12-3.
C381: Peopling the Wide, Open Spaces of Empire at pp. 12-3.
C384: Why Not the "United States of Europe"? at pp. 12-3.
C394: It is not clear that the title given here is Woods' not
Churchill's. There was no overall title to the series. Also the
first four articles were at pp. 12-3, not per Woods.
C396/1: A Move Ahead. Needs further verification. Written
anonymously, it appeared in "Londoner's Diary," a column
in the Evening Standard on 28 Sep 38. According to Volume
V of the Official Biography (p.985) it was by Churchill.
C398/1: What Can England Do About Hitler? not in Woods.
Published in Current History, October 1938 at pp. 13-5.
C399/1: State of the Navy not in Woods. Published in The
Times, 5 Nov 38, at page 7.
C434/1: Aviation-Man's Bane or Boon? not in Woods. Published mRotarian [date? Ed.] at pages 8-12.
C438: 'Be Ye Men of Valour' correctly uses single quotes.
C448/1: The U-BoatMenace not in Woods. Published in Liberty,
10 May 41 at pp. 10-1 and 51-3. Prefatory notes to the
article state that it was written and published before the war
but no information is given (Not C186-RML.)
C448/2: Tank Tactics not in Woods. Published in Liberty, 17
May 41, again with note about earlier publication.
C448/3: Our Friendship With America not in Woods. Published
in Liberty, 31 May 41, again with prefatory note that it was
written and published "before the present war."

Vital Speeches: The following speeches published in this periodical have been found. None are in Woods:
Number Issue Date Pages
Speech Title & Date
C459/1 15 Oct 42 11 *
Allies War Gains, 12 Oct
C460/1 15 Nov. 42 11 *
Victory in Africa, 10 Nov
C460/2 1 Dec 42
98*
Victory in Egypt and African
Campaign, 11 Nov
C461B
15 Dec 42 ?
Warning to Italy, 29 Nov
C461/1 1 Mar 43
294-01 Coming Allied Offensive, 11
Feb
C462B
15 Apr 43 386-91 Post-War Councils on World
Problems, 21 Mar 43
C463/1 1 Jun 43
482-7
Full Aid to United States
Against Japan, 19 May (to
US Congress)
C463/2 15 Jun 43 515-8
Amphibious Operations
Approach, 8 June
C463/3 15 Jul 43
581-4
"We Seek No Profit," 30 Jun
C463/4 15 Aug 43 645-7
Developments in Italy, 27 Jul
C464B
15 Sep 43 707*
Troops Will Cross Channel,
31 Aug
C464/1 15 Sep 43 713*
Alliance With U. S. After
War, 6 Sep (Harvard), see
also A95/1.
•beginning this page.
C469/1: In God's Mercy We Outran Germany not in Woods.
Published in The Daily Express 7 Aug. 46 pp. 1 and 3.
C476/1' / / / Were an American, Woods' pagination incorrect.
Appeared at pp. 106-8, 110, 112, 115-6, 118, 121, 123.
C478: A Criticism of the Government broadcast 16 not 19 Aug.
C481: The Conservative Case for a New Parliament is the correct title.
C482: Woods mentions 3 serializations of Vol I of The Second

ICS Annual
General Meeting
MINUTES
The meeting was called to order at 1430 hours on 30 November by
the chairman with nine directors attending: .George E. Temple, Arthur
Cload, John Plumpton and Ronald Cohen (Canada); Jon Richardson, Sue
Hefner, Richard M. Langworth, Wallace H. Johnson and David Marcus
(USA). Regrets were read from Peter Jenkins (Australia). Letters were
read from HRH the Seri Begawan Sultan of Brunei (questions relative to
accepting hon. membership), the Hon. Caspar Weinberger, Grace Hamblin
OBE, and Anne Myers of Book-of-the-Month Club, which has sent a new
Chartwell Edition of The Second World War to Chartwell.
R. M. Langworth and G. E. Temple reported a total of about US$5000
in current assets. Other reports: MEMBERSHIP: close to 700. FINEST
HOUR: issue #45 coming January, issue #46 March, issue #47 May.
HANDBOOK: Redburn bibliography will require several more supplements; as a break, we will issue a checklist of locals and labels to be
added to the first (Philatelic) section before continuing Redburn Section
II. ICS STORES: stock report was read by S. M. Hefner (see adverts this
issue). AUCTION: Most everything sold from the auction #84/2, a large
new selection for #85/1. ADVERTISING: Our ad in National Review
netted 22 new members at a cost-per-member of only $1.35 and should
be continued. COVERS: Battle of the Bulge cover on stream for 26
December. A limited edition cover will be processed by David Druckman
of Chicago, while in South Africa, postmarked at places on WSC's 1900
Escape Route.
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on this basis for 1985 and see how it goes. Carried. RML will follow up.
Churchill's England 1985: RML gave an itinerary of the tour. (See
FH#45 page 3). The Board informally approved the plans.
Canadian Societies: GET reported that the Vancouver Society has not
only agreed to retain ICS membership for all its members, but to do so at
a higher "volume" rate of Can$18 to help ease our postal burden. Vancouver member labels will now read "V98", so that they will not think
their memberships have expired every 4th issue. Directors expressed deep
appreciation to Ron Downey, Bill Easton and the Vancouver Society for
their continued support. Arthur Cload reported that the Edmonton
Society has opted to make ICS membership optional, and to date over 40
of their members have joined. Appreciation was expressed to Mr. Cload.
Fulton Symposium 1986: W. Johnson moved we defer action on the
nature of ICS participation in the proposed Fulton Memorial symposium
in April 1986 until Fulton has finalized plans, but that we encourage
some form of ICS participation. RML will follow up.
Churchill Literary Foundation: Messrs. Richardson and Johnson discussed legal aspects, RML the basic goals (see this issue and FH#47), and
R. Cohen his and RML's meetings with Fred Woods and his publisher
anent a new edition of the Woods Bibliography. RIC is concerned about
insuring that all our additions/corrections are included, and that the new
edition may well be entirely the labor of himself and not of Woods. RML
appointed a Bibliographic Committee consisting of W. Johnson, R. Cohen,
J. Richardson and William C. Ives, all attorneys, to represent ICS to St.
Pauls Bibliographies and determine the future role, if any, of ICS in the
new edition, or whether ICS should endeavor to produce a new bibliography separately.
W. Johnson moved, J. Richardson seconded, that the budget surplus
for 1985 be used to create a fine edition of The Dream, to be given to the
first 500 donors of US$250, to launch the Churchill Literary Foundation.
This amount was formally fixed at $5000. Carried unanimously. RML
was directed to proceed with planning the initial fund appeal and to confirm copyright permission with Churchill College Cambridge and the Hon.
Winston S. Churchill, MP.
RML stated that in his opinion the successful launch of the Foundation depended on Canadian as well as USA support, and that ICS nonprofit status in Canada was absolutely essential.
RIC reported that after consultation with his attorney, ICS can in fact
qualify as a non-profit charitable organization in Canada, through only
minor modifications to its constitution and By-Laws. RIC was directed to
promulgate the application.
Collected Contributions: RML discussed the tentative plans of his
company, Dragonwyck Publishing Inc., for a complete collection of
WSC's contributons to other works (Woods Section B.) RML was
asked to proceed. His hope is that a standard royalty will be realized
from sales of this work can be paid over to the Foundation.

Branch reports followed. AUSTRALIA is up by two members; RML
has asked retired Churchill Trust chmn Roy Morant to become more
active in Australia but has not had a reply. CANADA reports 212 members including 140 from Vancouver and about 40 to date from Edmonton. NEW ZEALAND: It remains impossible to contact former director
Mat Newland and to ascertain status of our (small) bank account there.
[Post the meeting, R. Barry Collins accepted the NZ directorship and will
attempt to contact M. Newland.] UNITED STATES: Attending member
David Hill offered to try to hold an ICS dinner in Philadelphia, and a
New England Chapter will be organized by Jon Richardson and Richard
Langworth this Fall. UK: No report.
OLD BUSINESS
By voice vote the Board approved honorary membership, if he accepts,
to HRH Seri Begawan Sultan of Brunei, and the same membership for
Oscar Nemon. By unanimous vote the Board decided not to act on
regalia items offered by Martguild Inc., but to consider products of GWI
and similar firms. RML reported no word on the restoration of Mrs.
Everest's grave, a project which is now 18 months old; he will again contact Mr. Wooldridge in London, who made the preliminary arrangements.
NEW BUSINESS
W. H. Johnson moved, G. E. Temple seconded, nomination of Richard
Langworth as chairman of the board for 1985-86. No other nominations
were made. Election was unanimous. [RML has since submitted a letter
to directors expressing his desire to hand over to a new chairman at the
end of 1986, in order that his time might be further devoted to Finest
Hour and the Literary Foundation. Also, Mr. Langworth wrote, "I am
now a bookseller specializing in Churchill. . . . While I deal only with ICS
members, there's no denying that I operate a Churchill-related business,
and would step down if any director feels this represents a conflict of
interest. . . . Further, too much responsibility in one person's hands does
not work to the advantage of the organization. As Churchill said, 'we
must keep marching forward with strong battalions.' We have plenty of
leaders."]
By voice vote the following officers were elected for 1985-86: G. E.
Temple, vice-chairman; Sue M. Hefner, executive secretary, Derek Brownleader, membership secretary; George Lewis, general treasurer; Peter
Jenkins, Australia Office; W. Glen Browne, auction manager; Dave Marcus,
covers chairman; G. E. Temple, Canada Office. David Hill agreed to take
on the Press and PR duties vacated by Ken Phillips, whose board seat
expired at the end of 1985. Mr. Phillips' services are deeply appreciated.
Subscriptions: The Board decided to make no changes in rates or
delivery methods, except that W. H. Johnson will try to hand-carry UK
copies of Finest Hour on his frequent trips to London, and post locally
to save funds. The collapse of the pound continues to pose serious
problems for our UK members but it is hoped that WHJ's effort will ease
the financial burden on ICS. RML explained the reasons behind higher
overseas subs (see also FH#45 "International Datelines.")

OTHER BUSINESS

Douglas McCleod offered to contact the Toronto English-Speaking Union to determine if there was interest in ICS activities. The Board
discussed the need for an ICS chapter in New York City and environs,
where we are heavily represented. C. P. Ball offered to help edit the
Locals and Labels section of the Collectors Handbook (RML will send
him the draft). The Redburn bibliography was discussed and reasons
stated why its final form should be in chronological order. [RML has
since sent this discussion to the author Mr. Redburn, who has agreed.]

Budget for 1985: The board approved a budget for calendar 1985 as
follows: Finest Hour printing, layout and postage $6000; Baton Rouge
office expense $1000; Chairman/Editor expense $1700; Advertising $500;
new membership cards $200; new membership brochures $500; ICS
Stores mailing labels $100; total $10,000, with an anticipated surplus of
$5000-7000. W. Johnson moved, J. Richardson seconded, a motion to
defer discussion of the surplus until the Literary Foundation. Carried.
Projects: GWI Inc. has provided brochures showing their enameled
badges and jewelry. JSR suggested discussion be tabled until directors
have a chance to examine the brochure. Carried. The Board expressed
willingness to publish Roy Morant's guide to Churchill Memorials if Mr.
Morant (Australia) is so interested.
Printed Matter: Peter Coombs (UK) and James Bell (London) have
"vetted" present brochure copy to better appeal to Commonwealth style
and spelling. RML said he would submit new brochure copy to all directors before any typesetting, aiming for a more "Churchillian" text, and
eliminating any words that are spelled differently in the USA and the
Commonwealth. Sue Hefner asked for ICS Store mailing labels; RML will
provide Sue with some appropriate artwork.
Churchill Doll: W. Johnson moved, R. Cohen seconded, that ICS offer
the Effanbee Churchill doll, which Judy Marcus said would retail for
about $90-100, to members for $60, plus postage and handling, which
would net ICS about $15-20 if we obtain a minimum $1000 order.
Carried unanimously and so ordered. (See advert FH#45).
Chartwell Admissions: RML and RIC reported a discussion with Peter
Thompson at Chartwell about their admitting any holder of an ICS membership card free, with ICS reimbursing them at the end of the season.
RML thought this might be an inexpensive bonus which would not
unduly favor UK members provided no group visits were allowed. D.
Marcus moved, S. Hefner seconded, that we try free Chartwell admissions

NEXT MEETING

RML proposed that the next AGM be set for London, the Strand
Palace Hotel on 25 September 1985, during the UK tour. Great objection occurred, based on the time of week, the low turnout at the last
UK Branch meeting, the general state of UK membership, etc. The
Board decided to set no formal date for the next AGM, but to hold it
if and when the opportunity arises. An informal meeting for London on
this date was approved, but business will not be conducted.
Sue Hefner moved the meeting adjourn, Dave Marcus seconded. The
motion was carried unanimously. Respectfully submitted, Richard M.
Langworth, Chairman of the Board.
[Telegram to ICS Meeting, Toronto, not
delivered in time for announcement.] Best
wishes and success from heavenly and earthly
Churchillophiles.
- Eleanor Dalton Newfield, Sacramento
WE REGRET that space prohibits our running
the usual classified ads; they resume next issue.
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Winston Churchill in Popular and Academic Literature

WSC Reviews
the
War Memoirs
of
Lloyd George
Winston Churchill was an 'excellent
choice to review The War Memoirs of
Lloyd George for the Daily Mail. Not
only was WSC a close friend of the author,
but he had been an active participant in
the events, knew all the main characters
well, and had written his own version of
the story. In early drafts, Lloyd George
wrote a rather scathing character study of
Churchill, but he was Uncomfortable with
it and agreed with Lord Hankey's suggestion to tone it down. Although they
were still personal friends, in private
Lloyd George told his secretary-mistress
Frances Stevenson that Winston "would
make a drum out of the skin of his own
mother in order to sound his own praises."
Churchill does not comment on L-G's
evaluation of himself (WSC) in the books,
nor does he show commensurate vitriol.
The reviews were republished in The
Collected Essays of Sir Winston Churchill, Michael Wolff, ed., London, 1976.
LLOYD GEORGE'S MEMOIRS (A review of Volume I), Daily Mail, 7 September 1933, page 8, Woods C219.
The first volume deals with three
topics: Firstly, could the war have been
averted if Sir Edward Grey had taken
strong action? Secondly, the munitions
crisis and its solution. Thirdly, the dispute between the "westerners" and
"easterners" on the main strategy of the
war.
Lloyd George believed that had the
Government informed the Germans that
Britain was firm in its commitment to
defend Belgium's neutrality, the Germans would have recoiled. Churchill
disagreed, countering that Cabinet solidarity would have disintegrated and
government confusion and chaos would
have encouraged German aggression
More importantly, the week before the
invasion of Belgium, Lloyd George had
vigorously led the opposition to Britain's

involvement in the struggle.
Lloyd George played very little part in
the conduct of the war during 1914 and
this allowed him to take a detached view
denied those who were daily involved in
executive decisions. It left him free to
criticize. But Churchill rejects his criticism
that the pre-war plans of the Great Powers
had been exhausted by Christmas. The
Expeditionary Force had decided the
Battle of the Marne and the fleet commanded the seas and penned up the
German navy: "By the end of 1914
Britain was in a position of complete
security, able to feed herself, and carry
on her trade at a war insurance risk of
only one percent, and sure of being able
eventually to develop and marshal the
entire strength of the British Empire."
L-G's initial contribution was his
masterly conduct of the finances at the
outbreak and his comprehension of the
problems that would eventually face
Britain: Russia's weakness, the impending shortage of munitions, the discrepancy
between the number of volunteers and
equipment, the limitations of Kitchener,
and the impossibility of breaking German
lines in the west.
A BOOK OF TREMENDOUS FACTS (A
review of Volume II), Daily Mail, 19 October 1933, page 10, Woods C221.
This volume surpasses its precursor. It
has high literary quality but its great
importance is what it reveals about its
author.
No longer an observer, L-G is now a
participant. As Minister of Munitions he
is responsible for marshalling the whole
mighty industry of Britain to the war
effort. Later production dwarfed Lloyd
George's effort but the seeds sown in
these early years produced the later
harvest.
Lloyd George had intended to accompany Kitchener to Russia but Asquith
asked him to remain home to deal with
Ireland. How ironic that the Irish Rebellion unintentionally helped the Empire
by keeping L-G from going to his death
in the HMS Hampshire with Kitchener.
Lloyd George claims that he did not
want the War Office. Churchill comments
that "it only becomes every public man
to make out that every post he obtains is
forced on him, and how much rather he
would grow potatoes, or supervise the
multiplication of swine." Nevertheless,
L-G was determined to have the War
Office for one purpose-namely, the control of the supreme conduct of the war.
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The decline of Kitchener's prestige
within the Cabinet had resulted in increased power to Sir William Robertson,
Chief of the Imperial General Staff. Had
Asquith given L-G the authority he deserved and the country needed, he would
have been content to wait and to remain
War Minister. However, unable to abide
the government's subservience to "the
soldiers," he beat them all. WSC says,
"Well was it for Britain that he did so!"
Did Lloyd George really want the
premiership? He may have thought it was
beyond his grasp, but Churchill clearly
believes that his friend meant to have
control in one form or another.

LLOYD GEORGE'S TWO TERRIFIC
YEARS (A review of Volume III), Daily
Mail, 21 September 1934, page 12
Woods C247.
This book is quite characteristic of its
author. It has native pith and eloquence;
but there is no straining at literary effort.
There is no terse compression. There is
little, if any, structure, and chronology is
a jumble, Mr. Lloyd George has made no
attempt to court popularity or conciliate
contemporary opinion. His judgments are
almost invariably severe and occasionally
unduly patronizing, but always searching
and worth to be weighed.
The generals were stupid and ruthless
at the expense of the soldiers. The admirals were timid and some of them
defeatist. The Tory politicians were hidebound and, with the exception of Arthur
Balfour, a poor lot. The Liberals were
more intelligent but even less effective.
The Allied commanders and statesmen
receive merciless and shrewdly administered castigation. Joffre and Briand share
the fate of Haig, Robertson and Asquith.
Clemenceau has not yet appeared on the
scene, but already we see the "rods in
pickle" for President Wilson. The one
triumphantly successful leader in the
Great War is supremely conscious of the
infirmities and shortcomings of his
collaborators.
No great leaders like Napoleon, Frederick the Great, Marlborough or Cromwell existed. On the whole, the men were
small, dwarfed by the superhuman scale
of events. The Great War was a people's
war, decided by avalanches and tides.
The balance of this account, with notes on the
Review of Volume IV, continues next issue.

Action This Day

BY JOHN PLUMPTON
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WINTER 1884-1885: AGE 10
Winston prospered in his new school at Brighton. He wrote
Lady Randolph that he was quite happy and other family
members commented on his improved demeanor. His grandmother, Mrs. Leonard Jerome, wrote that his Aunt Clara had
informed her that he was "such a nice, charming boy."
But Winston obviously perceived his behavior somewhat
differently. After his Christmas visit home he wrote his mother,
"You must be happy without me, no screams from Jack or
complaints. It must be heaven on earth."
He wrote his mother frequently. She did not often reply but
she did visit his school in February. He also attempted to open a
correspondence with his father who was visiting India. None of
the letters were answered. His letters show a growing fascination
with his father's prospering political career and a beginning of a
lifetime interest of his own in the Indian subcontinent. One
letter compared India's warmth with the winter cold at home,
requested information on a tiger hunt, and asked whether or not
the Indians were "very funny." He wishes his father well in the
land of ants and mosquitos.
All members of the Churchill family were fascinated with
their famous relative. Leonard Jerome wrote Jennie from New
York that "I have watched with wonder Randolph's rise in the
political world." With similar wonder, fascination and with
much love, young Winston followed his father's career and shared
it with his school friends. Such was Lord Randolph's popularity
that his son informed him that everbody wanted his signature
and would he please send a few for Winston to pass among his
friends.

WINTER 1934-1935: AGE 60
Throughout the winter Churchill used public speeches, private
letters and BBC broadcasts to fight the Conservative leadership's
proposal to create a strong central government in India. Clementine left for a several-months journey to the Dutch East Indies
aboard Lord Moyne's yacht. Winston remained at Blenheim
working on volume three of Marlborough (A40), and returned
to Chartwell for New Year's.
In January, son Randolph's entry into a by-election split the
Conservatives and helped elect Labour. Although "vexed and
worried" about what he considered a rash act, WSC wished his
son well publicly and counselled him privately. Despite the
political acrimony, his personal relations with many Conservative leaders remained reasonably cordial and he cautioned
Randolph not to widen the breech by attacking Conservatives in
addition to the National Government.
Despite The Times' resentment with the Churchills, "who
seek to destroy the system of National Government," an undaunted Randolph, now against his father's wishes, immediately
announced entry into another by-election. This time he was
defeated by a future Churchill son-in-law, Duncan Sandys.
In January WSC began a weekly series of articles in News of
the World entitled "My Life"(C253). Earlier, Collier's had published a portrait of Franklin Delano Roosevelt, "While the
World Watches" (C250). Although Roosevelt was only in his
second year as President, Churchill commented, "it is certain
that Franklin Roosevelt will rank among the greatest of men
who have occupied that proud position."

WINTER 1909-1910: AGE 35
Winston and Clementine (with baby Diana) spent Christmas
at Blenheim and then resumed campaigning in Dundee. Polling
took from mid-January to mid-February but Churchill was finally
victorious over four opponents. He was, perhaps, aided by the
publication of two volumes of his speeches Liberalism and the
Social Problem (Woods A 15) and The People's Rights (A 16).
The election left a minority Asquith Government dependent
on the votes of the Irish Nationalists and Labour. Moreover, the
issue between the Liberals and Tories was unresolved and
another election was inevitable. Churchill's view was unequivocal.
He circulated a memorandum to his Cabinet colleagues which
argued that "no election can be fought with enthusiasm except
upon the abolition of the principle of hereditary legislators. I
am for adopting the policy of an elective second chamber . . . "
In January he visited each of the seventeen Labor Exchanges he
had established to find work for the unemployed, and then
assumed the post of Home Secretary.
Eventually the Home Office appointment would involve him
in a number of contentious issues but, for the moment, he devoted his energies to the battle with the Lords. He even presumed to assume that King Edward VII was an ally. But when
he announced that the Crown and the Commons were acting
together against "the encroachments of the Lords," the King's
secretary responded unfavorably to "the somewhat nebulous
allusions to the Crown in Winston Churchill's speech," and advised that the King wanted the Prime Minister told that Cabinet
Ministers should refrain from mentioning His Majesty's name in
their speeches.

WINTER 1959-1960: AGE 85
Sir Winston's health continued to fail but his bad spells were
sporadic. In November, his doctor was called and the prognosis
was that he could suffer a stroke at any moment. But the next
day he was lucid enough to experience a visit by Konrad Adenauer, the German Chancellor. To Lady Churchill, the most
notable behavior change was decreased smoking.
When Lord Moran called on his birthday, Churchill told him,
"I feel very well. I hope I don't go on feeling very well. I don't
want to waste time reading novels and playing cards." But as the
faculties waned the crowds and press gathered outside Hyde
Park Gate to celebrate his 85th birthday.
The Government and family members, recognizing the inevitable, discussed Sir Winston's funeral arrangements with him.
On one major issue the old man changed his mind. He changed
his burial site from Chartwell to the churchyard at Bladon, near
his father and mother. It has been pointed out that in visits to
the gravesite Sir Winston often measured distances by careful
pacing, and stipulated exactly where his grave should lie. From
this spot, one could see in an unobstructed straight line the
window of the room where he was born at Blenheim.
At Christmas, Sir Winston received a gold pocket watch which
his father had previously given him in 1893. Five years later in
1898, he had given it to an aide whose widow eventually sold it
at Christie's. An admirer purchased it and the watch returned
home after 67 years.

